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Abstract

In this thesis, the possibility of extending the Quantization Condition of Dirac

for Magnetic Monopoles to noncommutative space-time is investigated. The three

publications that this thesis is based on are all in direct link to this investigation.

Noncommutative solitons have been found within certain noncommutative field the-

ories, but it is not known whether they possesses only topological charge or also

magnetic charge. This is a consequence of that the noncommutative topological

charge need not coincide with the noncommutative magnetic charge, although they

are equivalent in the commutative context. The aim of this work is to begin to fill

this gap of knowledge. The method of investigation is perturbative and leaves open

the question of whether a nonperturbative source for the magnetic monopole can

be constructed, although some aspects of such a generalization are indicated. The

main result is that while the noncommutative Aharonov-Bohm effect can be formu-

lated in a gauge invariant way, the quantization condition of Dirac is not satisfied

in the case of a perturbative source for the point-like magnetic monopole.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The success of the standard model of particle physics, despite the ongoing search

for the Higgs boson, has been striking. Especially when one takes into account that

the standard model of particle physics does not encompass gravity, that up to

present day still is best treated as a non-quantum theory. It is indeed interesting

that one can remove the presence of gravity in spite of its obvious appearance to us

in everyday life, and yet achieve a quantum theory with such rigor. The most trivial

explanation for this success is due to scale. Gravity is so weak as a force between

quantum particles that it may safely be neglected in most quantum treatments.

However, when distances grow very small between particles, it can no longer be

neglected and at this scale the predictions of the standard model of particle physics

can no longer be trusted.

The description of gravity as a quantum theory has been a longstanding prob-

lem for theoretical physics. The problem of time and the question of background

independence are possibly the most widely known obstacles for the construction of

a theory of quantum gravity. But they are by far not an exhaustive description of

the problems facing the construction of a theory of quantum gravity [1]. As the

old bottom-up approach, in our case the construction of a quantum field-theory

of gravity, has remained ever elusive, developments into completely novel models

of physics have taken place. Perhaps the most widely spread is string theory [2],

but quantum loop gravity [3] has also become a serious candidate in the search

for a quantum theory of gravity. These two theories are today perhaps the most
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1.0. Introduction

rigorous and ambitious theories of quantum gravity. However, they are not without

trouble. It seems that both approaches, apart from other difficulties that in this

context can be viewed as minor, lack a clear connection to experimentally verifiable

predictions1. These difficulties have resulted in different low-energy approaches to

quantum gravity, some of which are not relying on low-energy limits of string theory

or quantum loop gravity. Perhaps there is a scale that is not yet quantum gravity

in its full rigor, but nevertheless contains effects resulting from quantum gravity.

This is the arena where possibly noncommutative quantum field theory could play

a role.

The subject of noncommutative spaces is not new and is familiar to anyone with

some understanding of quantum mechanics. In quantum mechanics the position and

the momentum operators do not commute [x̂i, p̂j] = i~δij and phase-space becomes

smeared out as a consequence. The study of these noncommutative algebraic spaces

was pioneered by von Neumann (for a recent account see [4]), who referred to them

as ”pointless”, in view of their lack of conventionally defined points. If we reverse

the train of thought, we can envisage that a smeared out space-time could result

in a noncommutative space-time with a smallest length scale. Given the problems

with the UltraViolet (UV) divergences of quantum field theories in the early 20th

century, this was one way thought to lead out of the problem. A smallest length-

scale would simply imply a high momentum cutoff in the infinite integrals. The first

paper on the subject of noncommutative space-time was written by H.S. Snyder [5]

although W. Heisenberg is known to have had the original idea [6]. In Snyder’s

formulation space-time is noncommutative in the following sense:

[x̂µ, x̂ν ] =
ia2

~
Lµν , (1.1)

where a is a basic unit of length and Lµν are the generators of the Lorentz group.

x̂µ are the usual space-time coordinates that are now promoted to the status of

operators. While the commutator (1.1) is Lorentz covariant, it does not preserve

translational invariance. This problem was noted by Snyder in his original article [5].

C.N. Yang tried to salvage the situation [7] but had to introduce a five dimensional

de Sitter space in order to do so. Today it is known that even ignoring the non-

1Quantum Loop Gravity has one exeption, and that is that area and volume are quantized
within the theory. This is in principle, a verifiable experimental prediction.
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1.0. Introduction

translational invariance of (1.1), it will not lead to a UV-finite quantum field-theory

[8].

Due to the big success of the renormalization program, the idea of the noncom-

mutativity of space-time was abandoned for quite some time until it was revived in

the 1980’s when the notion of differential structure was generalized to include also

noncommutative spaces [9]. This development led, amongst other developments,

to the applications of Yang-Mills on a noncommutative torus [10] and the Connes-

Lott model [11]. A further push in the noncommutative direction was given by the

discovery of the UV-finite noncommutative fuzzy sphere [12], but it was not until

the works of S. Doplicher, K. Fredenhagen and J.E. Roberts [13] and N. Seiberg

and E. Witten [15], that noncommutativity became a popular scientific field within

theoretical physics.

In the works [13], which are a revival of the idea in the work [14], it is argued

that the existence of small black holes has an impact on space-time measurements.

Indeed, if we try to measure i.e. the size of a very small particle in space-time,

we need very high energy in order to localize the energy into a sufficiently small

region of space-time. This localization will ultimately create a small black hole from

which nothing can return and we have reached an upper limit on how accurately it

is possible to do measurements in space-time. In [13], this argument leads to the

commutator

[x̂µ, x̂ν ] = iθµν , (1.2)

where θµν is a tensor, transforming covariantly under Lorentz transformations. The

commutator (1.2) is formulated on a noncommutative algebra which is required

to respect the Poincaré group symmetry. In this sense (1.2) is translationally in-

variant and differs from the algebra considered by Snyder (1.1). This approach to

noncommutativity is termed the DFR (Doplicher-Fredenhagen-Roberts) approach.

The commutator (1.2) appears also as a low-energy limit of open string theory

in a constant background field [15]. However, within this context θµν is a constant

antisymmetric matrix. The idea behind the noncommutativity of [15] is very sim-

ilar to the noncommutativity arising in lowest level of the Landau problem and

the Peierls substitution [16]. In the Peierls substitution, the energy levels of an

originally 3-dimensional space are projected onto a noncommutative 2-dimensional

3



1.0. Introduction

space in the vicinity of a strong magnetic field perpendicular to the noncommu-

tative plane. Similarly in open string theory in a constant background field, the

constant background field projects the open strings ending on a D-brane onto it,

becoming a noncommutative field theory on the brane.

In this thesis we first review the most important aspects of noncommutative

field theories up to date, giving special attention to the differences between non-

commutative and commutative field theories. We then turn to describe in detail

what has been found in the three articles that are the core of this thesis and place

them in their proper context within noncommutative field theory.

4



Chapter 2

Quantum Field Theory

on Noncommutative Space-Time

In this work we shall be most interested in noncommutativity of the type

[x̂µ, x̂ν ] = iθµν , (2.1)

where θµν is a constant antisymmetric matrix and x̂µ is an operator of the space-

time position. At times we will make reference and comparison to other types of

noncommutativity, but if nothing else is mentioned, this type of noncommutativity

will be assumed. Noncommutativity of the type (2.1) is compatible with the non-

commutativity that arises in string theory [15], but it is not equivalent to the DFR

approach [13] where θµν is assumed to be a Lorentz covariant tensor. Although the

approach we use is equivalent to the Seiberg-Witten noncommutativity, we shall

not be so concerned in this work with mapping the noncommutative gauge theories

that we find to the commutative theory defined by the Seiberg-Witten map for

gauge theories.

In this chapter, we begin by presenting the implementation of the commutator

(2.1) as a Moyal star-product [17] in section 2.1. In section 2.2 we then discuss

the symmetry of the noncommutative space-time, especially in connection with the

broken Lorentz symmetry and how the light-cone structure of the theory changes

as a consequence. We then move to the topic of infinite non-locality in section 2.4,

which is present due to the constancy of θµν and discuss the UV/IR mixing effect
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2.1. Moyal star-product

and the difficulty of constructing a noncommutative field theory with a constant θµν

with a finite range of non-locality. We finish off the chapter with section 2.5, where

a review of the construction of noncommutative gauge theories which we shall be

needing in the following chapters is given.

2.1 Moyal star-product

In this section we shall present the construction of the Moyal star-product [17],

which will allow us to implement the commutator (2.1) in a fairly simple way.

Having decided to take into account the possible shortest observable length-scale

due to black hole formation at high energy as a commutator of space-time positions

(2.1), we face the question of how to use the new operators in our theory. Fortu-

nately there exists a very efficient method developed initially for the phase space

of quantum mechanics that creates a one-to-one correspondence between functions

(in this correspondence they are called symbols) and operators [18]. Within this

method we define a Weyl operator by the map

W (a(x))! âW (x̂) =

Z
ã(τ)eix̂

mτmdDτ, (2.2)

that takes the commutative function a(x) and turns it into an operator âW (x̂).

Here ã(τ) = 1
(2π)n

R
e−ix

mτmdnx and the map W (a(x)) is called the Weyl map. It is

clear that this definition of an operator is very similar to the Fourier transform of

a function. This is the reason we require the function a(x) to satisfy the Schwartz

condition

sup
x∈Rn
jxα∂βa(x)j <1, (2.3)

where α and β are multi-indices of size n, which guarantees a sufficiently rapid

decrease at infinity. This in turn leads to that we may use the Fourier transform of

a function as a well-defined concept in the definition of the Weyl operators and it

also requires that the functions we deform into operators be smooth.

The exponential in (2.2) sees to that the constructed operators âW (x̂) are sym-

metrically ordered w.r.t. the operators x̂. Replacing coordinates x̂m by annihilation

and creation operators one may also order operators in a different way e.g. normal

6



2.1. Moyal star-product

or Wick ordering. However, the observables of the theory should not be affected

by operator ordering issues and as the Weyl symmetric ordering results in a star

product that is manifestly Hermitian, we will be content with considering the Weyl

symmetric ordering in this work.

We then define the multiplication of the operators (2.2) by demanding the prop-

erty

W (a(x) ? b(x)) = W (a(x))W (b(x)), (2.4)

where the ? symbolizes the multiplication of the commutative functions. This re-

sults in that the commutator (2.1) may be implemented as a deformed product of

the commutative functions called the star product, provided we can find a repre-

sentation for the star-product in (2.4). This representation can be given to us by

e.g.:

a(x) ? b(x) = e
i
2
θkl∂xk∂

y
l a(x)b(y)

��
x=y

. (2.5)

This definition can be used also for polynomials, which do not belong to Schwartz

functions but can be interpreted as Schwartz distributions.

If we insert the definition of the star-product (2.5) into a(x) ? b(x) where we

write the functions a(x) and b(x) as Fourier expansions, i.e.

a(x) ? b(x) =

Z
dDτ dDσ

�
e
i
2
θkl∂xk∂

y
l ã(τ)eix

mτm b̃(σ)eiy
nσn
���
x=y

=

Z
dDτ dDσ ã(τ)b̃(σ)

� ∞X
j=0

1

j!
(
i

2
θkl∂xk∂

y
l )jeix

mτmeiy
nσn
���
x=y

=

Z
dDτ dDσ ã(τ)b̃(σ)

� ∞X
j=0

1

j!
(
i

2
θmn(iτm)(iσn))jeix

mτmeiy
nσn
���
x=y

=

Z
dDτ dDσ ã(τ)b̃(σ)e−

i
2
θmnτmσneix

m(τm+σm).

When we then turn the x:s into operators, we have

W (a(x) ? b(x)) =

Z
dDτ dDσ ã(τ)b̃(σ)e−

i
2
θmnτmσneix̂

m(τm+σm),

=

Z
dDτ dDσ ã(τ)b̃(σ)eix̂

mτmeix̂
nσn

= W (a(x))W (b(x)),

7



2.1. Moyal star-product

where in the second line we have used the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff lemma in the

form

eix̂
mτmeix̂

nσn = eix̂
m(τm+σm)e−

i
2
θmnτmσn .

Therefore the representation (2.5) satisfies the requirement (2.4), and we have found

a good way to implement the commutator (2.4). One simply takes the usual prod-

ucts of fields in field theory and replaces them with star-products. It should be

noted that the star product (2.5) is a special case of the more general star prod-

ucts appearing in deformation quantization of Poisson manifolds [19]. Therefore

the noncommutative field theories that we shall work with in this thesis can be

regarded as a special deformation of the commutative field theories.

The representation (2.5) is not the only representation of the star-product and

depending on the problem at hand it may become convenient to use another one.

We therefore give also two integral representations of the star-product which will

become relevant to us when we discus the infinite non-locality inherent in a theory

with a noncommutativity of the type (2.1)

a(x) ? b(x) =
1

πDj det θj

Z
dDy dDz a(y)b(z)e−2iθ−1

ij (x−y)i(x−z)j , (2.6)

=
1

(2π)D

Z
dDy dDz a(xn �

1

2
yn)b(xm � θmpzp)e−iy·z, (2.7)

where θ−1
ij is the inverse matrix of θij. If one space-time coordinate is chosen to be

commutative w.r.t. all the other coordinates, the θ-matrix does no longer poses an

inverse, the most common choice being the time coordinate. However, although we

shall consider time to be commutative, we will not be working with the inverse of

θij and may disregard of this aspect.

As an instructive example of a noncommutative field theory we may consider a

φ4-theory action. It becomes in the noncommutative case

SNC =

Z
d4x(

1

2
∂µφ ? ∂

µφ� 1

2
m2φ ? φ� λ

4!
φ ? φ ? φ ? φ). (2.8)

However, in this case, due to the integral
R
d4x, we may do a partial integration of

each derivative in the star-product of φ in the terms with two fields to obtain

SNC =

Z
d4x(

1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ� 1

2
m2φ2 � λ

4!
φ ? φ ? φ ? φ), (2.9)

8



2.2. Broken Lorentz symmetry of the commutator

where the surface terms have been dropped and the other derivatives are equal to

zero due to the antisymmetry of θµν . One can then see that in noncommutative

field theory the free action remains the same as in the commutative case, but the

interaction terms change or are deformed.

We also note that the commutator (2.1) can now be given with aid of the Moyal

star-product as

[xµ, xν ]? = iθµν , (2.10)

where we have introduced the Moyal star-commutator or Moyal bracket [xµ, xν ]? =

xµ?xν�xν?xµ. From this point of view we may continue to refer to xµ as space-time

coordinates in the commutative sense and do not need to make special reference to

the operators that they correspond to. This will be helpful in the following section.

Before turning to the next section, we should also briefly note that we shall

mostly be interested in the space-space noncommutativity θi0 = 0 in this work.

This choice is motivated as a result of the problems associated with the causality

[20] and unitarity [21] of the theories with a time-like noncommutativity θi0 6= 0 (see

section 2.3 for a more thorough discussion). However, it should be mentioned that

light-like noncommutative theories θi0 = θi3, with i = 1, 2, can also be obtained as

limits of string theories [22] and quantized in the light-front formalism [23].

2.2 Broken Lorentz symmetry of the commutator

The commutation relation [xµ, xν ]? = iθµν , where θµν is constant and antisym-

metric, is clearly not preserved under the Lorentz group O(1, 3), although it remains

intact under translations. Indeed, the largest subgroup of the Lorentz group under

which the commutation relation remains intact is SO(1, 1)�SO(2) [24], where the

factor SO(1, 1) acts on the coordinates xe = (x0, x1) and the factor SO(2) acts on

the coordinates xm = (x2, x3)1. When time commutes with all the other coordinates

the largest preserved subgroup of the Lorentz group is O(1, 1)�SO(2) and therefore

1This is after a change of reference frame to a form where θµν is block-diagonal. This can
always be done for an antisymmetric matrix in even dimensions.

9



2.2. Broken Lorentz symmetry of the commutator

the total space-time symmetry group for the theory is given by [O(1, 1)�SO(2)]nT ,

where T is the group of four dimensional translations.

Due to the breaking of Lorentz invariance of the commutator (2.1), we cannot

adopt the usual formulation of light-cone causality in noncommutative field theories,

but must redefine the concept of causality within these theories, if it exists at all.

In the commutative case, microcausality is defined by demanding that the fields

commute or anticommute outside of their light-cone. One can then envisage that

in the noncommutative case the same can be done, although the fields must now

commute or anticommute outside some other structure than the light-cone, as the

maximal symmetry of space-time is now O(1, 1)�SO(2) and not the Lorentz group

O(1, 3). A structure that is preserved under the demanded symmetry is the ”light-

wedge” V+ = fx 2 R1,3jx2
e = 0g [24]. Therefore we define microcausality with

respect to the light-wedge. Fields have to commute or anticommute outside of it

(see Figure 2.12.). From figure 2.1 we can also see that the maximal signal speed

parallel to the coordinates xm is infinity.

Although (2.1) is not Lorentz invariant, within field theory, it does preserve

another symmetry called the twisted Poincaré symmetry [25]. It is a special example

of the Drinfeld twist [26] defined within the context of quantum groups (for a review,

see e.g. the books [27]). The twist deforms the universal enveloping algebra of the

Poincaré algebra U(P). The result is that the commutation relations of the Poincaré

algebra remain unchanged, i.e.

[Pµ, Pν ] = 0

[Mµν ,Mαβ] = �i(ηµαMνβ � ηµβMνα � ηναMµβ + ηνβMµα) (2.11)

[Mµν , Pα] = �i(ηµαPν � ηναPµ),

but the coproduct ∆0(Y )

∆0 : U(P)! U(P)
 U(P)

∆0(Y ) = Y 
 1 + 1
 Y,

of U(P) changes to become

∆t(Y ) = F∆0(Y )F−1, (2.12)

2The figure is taken from [24].

10



2.2. Broken Lorentz symmetry of the commutator

Figure 2.1: The light-cone and the ”light-wedge”.

where F = exp( i
2
θµνPµ 
 Pν) is the twist element. The upshot of this is that we

may freely use the usual Poincaré representations of the algebra in a field theory

with a constant antisymmetric θµν , since the Casimir invariants P 2 and W 2 of

the commutative field theory, with Wα = −1
2
εαβγδM

βγP δ, remain invariants under

the twist. Simply put, the classification of the representations according to the

eigenvalues of the operators W 2 and P 2 stays valid in the noncommutative theory.

What is most interesting is that, although the Lorentz symmetry is broken, one

manages to find some new kind of symmetry for the noncommutative theories with

a constant antisymmetric θµν . The twisted Poincaré symmetry and its role as a

symmetry in a quantum field theory will be discussed some more within the context

of noncommutative gauge theories in section 2.5.

The commutation relation (2.1) is not by far the only way to break Lorentz

invariance. Many other attempts at Lorentz non-invariance exist that among other

things would change the propagation speed of light. This has been desirable due

to that experiments can detect Gamma Ray Bursts (GRB) including photons and

11



2.2. Broken Lorentz symmetry of the commutator

protons coming from Active Glactic Nuclei (AGN) with very high energy (see e.g.

[28]), energies that exceed the Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff [29] which

is due to considerations of Lorentz invariance. There are other explanations of the

violation of the GZK cutoff, e.g. the decay of very heavy particles, but at present

none of them are any more valid than the other and a possible explanation of its

violation by Lorentz non-invariance remains a good candidate. Therefore, there

does seem to be also some experimental motivation for considering Lorentz non-

invariance as a good candidate for physics beyond the currently accepted models

of physics. Since noncommutativity of space-time, as formulated in this work, is a

Lorentz non-invariant theory, we shall dwell upon this issue a little further.

One of the first attempts aimed at just finding Lorentz violating terms is for-

mulated in [30] and is today sometimes referred to as the Standard Model Exten-

sion (SME). This departure from the minimal standard model of particle physics

U(1) � SU(2) � SU(3) has gauge invariance, energy-momentum conservation and

Lorentz covariance under observer rotations and boosts, i.e. rotations and boosts of

the observer’s inertial frame. However, Lorentz covariance is violated under particle

rotations and boosts, i.e. rotations and boosts of a localized particle or field that

do not change the background expectation values. This peculiar kind of Lorentz

violation is the result of a spontaneously broken Lorentz symmetry. This form of

Lorentz violation is relevant to String Theories where it is expected that the higher

dimensional Lorentz symmetry is spontaneously broken. If the breaking extends to

our four macroscopic space-time dimensions, it could occur at the level of the stan-

dard model. This form of Lorentz violation is however not related to the Lorentz

non-invarance of noncommutative quantum field theories, as these theories e.g. are

power counting renormalizable and the noncommutative theories, due to UV/IR

mixing [31] (see subsection 2.4.1 for a more thorough discussion of UV/IR mixing),

certainly are not.

Another form of Lorentz violation is studied in Doubly Special Relativity (DSR)

[32] models. These models have not only a highest signal speed, but also a highest

energy/momentum, hence the name ”doubly special”. They were initially pos-

tulated to be related to loop quantum gravity, but it has been shown that loop

quantum gravity does not presuppose the existence of a smallest length and hence

highest energy or momentum [33]. The DSR models can thus far only be con-
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2.3. Broken Lorentz symmetry of the commutator

structed in momentum space and typically they face problems such as, one does

not know to which types of space-time they are related (if any) and how the ob-

server in these theories is described. Therefore it is as of yet difficult to determine if

they can be relevant to the Lorentz violation occuring in noncommutative theories

with a constant θµν , but at present it seems that they cannot, as there is no reason

to consider a highest momentum/energy scale in noncommutative theories.

Although the SME construction is not related to noncommutative field theories

and the relation to DSR theories is unclear, there is a third type of Lorentz violation

in models that go by the name of Very Special Relativity (VSR) [34] which have

been shown to be related to noncommutative theories [35]. In VSR models space-

time symmetries are described by certain proper subgroups of the Poincaré group.

These proper subgroups contain space-time translations and at least a 2-parameter

subgroup of the Lorentz group isomorphic to that generated by Kx+Jy and Ky�Jx,
where J and K are the generators of rotations and boosts respectively. The group

generated by Kx + Jy and Ky � Jx is called T (2) and any space-time symmetry

that consists of translations along with the Lorentz subgroup T (2) or three other

Lorentz subgroups groups that may be formed by adjoining the generators Jz or Kz

or both to T (2), is referred to as VSR. The interest in VSR arose due to that the

incorporation of either P , T or CP enlarges these four subgroups to the full Lorentz

group. Therefore, Lorentz violating effects are absent for any VSR theory containing

any one of the aforementioned discrete symmetries. In [35], it is shown that the

VSR with subgroup T (2) is equivalent to a theory with light-like noncommutativity

i.e. θi0 = θi3, with i = 1, 2. This implies that T (2) VSR invariant theories may be

constructed as noncommutative theories with a constant light-like θµν .

Another aspect of the broken Lorentz symmetry of (2.1) is that one has had

reason to suspect that interacting noncommutative field theories are CPT-violating

due to the result [36]. This result is however invalidated in [37], where specific

counter examples are given. In fact, in noncommutative field theory the CPT-

theorem holds [24, 38], with the exception of time-space noncommutative theories.

An axiomatic formulation of a noncommutative CPT-theorem has also been put

forth that supports this conclusion [24, 39].
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2.3. The problems with θi0 6= 0

2.3 The problems with θi0 6= 0

If we accept that θµν can have time/space noncommutativity, that is θi0 6= 0,

we encounter some interesting issues in noncommutative field theory. This might

be expected because when time is noncommutative, it is difficult to construct any

sensible Hamiltonian formalism for the theory. Indeed, if time is noncommutative,

it is hard to say that one has a Hamiltonian at one instant of time, as every instant

of time is related to another instant of time due to the infinite nonlocality of the

star product (2.5). Therefore one should give special attention to e.g. the notion

of causality in a theory of this kind. Here we shall concentrate on the issues of

unitarity and causality but a more comprehensive review of the situation is given

in [40].

In [20] it was found that noncommutative scalar φ4 theory with time/space

noncommutativity is acausal. This can be shown by calculating the wave functions

of in and out states of a two to two particle scattering to lowest nontrivial order of

the S-matrix. When one chooses the in state to be

φin(p) � Ep

�
e−

(p−p0)2

λ + e−
(p+p0)2

λ

�
, (2.13)

the out state can be calculated [20] to be

Φout(x) � g
h
F (x;�θ, λ, p0) + 4

p
λe−λ

x2

4 eip0x + F (x; θ, λ, p0)
i

+ (p0 ! �p0),

(2.14)

where
1p
�4iθ

e−
(x+8p0θ)

2

64θ2λ e−i
(x− p0

2λ2θ
)2

16θ ei
p20

4λ2θ � F (x; θ, λ, p0). (2.15)

One can note that the outgoing wave packet splits into three parts concentrated at

x = 8p0θ, x = 0 and x = �8p0θ respectively, which is perhaps counterintuitive, but

not yet any cause for alarm. However, if we look at the last packet of the outgoing

wave, which is delayed compared to the two other ones, we can see that it appears

to originate before the ingoing wave hits the wall. What more, the advance of the

wave packet is proportional to the energy, i.e. x = �8p0θ and the higher the energy,

the bigger the advance of the wave packet compared to the incoming one. This does

certainly suggest acausal behavior of the theory.
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2.3. The problems with θi0 6= 0

In [20] the calculation is done in the center of mass frame, so one can say that

the back scattering considered, is the same as bouncing of a wall. This analogy can

be used to make explicit the strange behavior of this process. One might think of

the back scattering as a rigid rod of length L within a nonrelativistic theory. If

one assumes that the rod reflects when its leading end strikes the wall, its center

of mass would appear to reflect before it strikes the wall. However, this notion

of rigid bodies is in serious conflict with Lorentz invariance and causality. In this

theory these ”rigid rods”, the wave packets, would appear to expand in length as

the energy grows. As this is contrary to the expectation of the Lorentz-Fitzgerald

contraction one is lead to believe that time/space noncommutativity really leads to

acausal field theories, as was suggested earlier.

Another suspicion of the pathology of the time/space noncommutative theories

arises when one considers the unitarity of such theories. Due to the infinite num-

ber of derivatives in the Moyal star-product (2.5) one might be lead to doubt the

unitarity of the S-matrix of these theories. However, due to the unitarity of string

theories and because the space/space noncommutativity is a consequence of string

theory in a low energy regime [15], one might expect that these theories would re-

main unitary. However, as there is no limit of string theory that in the low energy

regime leads to time/space noncommutativity [41], these theories should be exam-

ined with extra care. Indeed, it has been shown that time/space noncommutativity

leads to non-unitarity of the 1-loop diagrams of scalar φ3 and φ4 noncommutative

field theories [21]. What is shown is that the cutting rules, which are a consequence

of unitarity of field theory, are not satisfied in the case of time/space noncommuta-

tive theories. They are however satisfied for space/space noncommutative theories.

If we have time/space noncommutativity, the quantitiy θµνpµpν is not necessarily

positive definite. For a noncommutative φ3 theory this leads to a different result

for the nonplanar3 part of the one-loop integral

Im M =
λ2

64π

Z 1

0

dx J0(
q
jθµγθνγpµpν j(m2 + jp2jx(1� x))), (2.16)

3By nonplanar is here meant a diagram that cannot be drawn on a plane without intersecting
lines.
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2.4. Non-locality of the Quantum Field Theory

compared to that obtained from its cutting rules:X
jM j2 =

λ2

2

1

(2π)2

Z
d3k

2k0

d3q

2q0

δ4(p� k � q)1 + cos(θµνpµkν)

2
. (2.17)

The integral (2.17) is zero for θµνpµpν < 0 because energy-momentum conserva-

tion forbids a particle with space-like momenta to decay to two massive on-shell

particles. A similar discrepancy is obtained for φ4-theory with time/space non-

commutativity [21] and one therefore concludes that the cutting rules and hence

perturbative unitarity is only satisfied for space/space noncommutative theories.

It should be mentioned that the problem of unitarity violation does not arise

in the case of light-like noncommutativity θi0 = θi3, i = 1, 2 [22]. However, as they

do violate the microcausality condition for the light-wedge [38], they are acausal

macroscopically. Similarly, it is possible to construct noncommutative theories in

the DFR approach where the problem of unitarity with time/space noncommuta-

tivity does not appear, although one does not resolve the problem of causality. In

these theories the modified Feynman rules as used in [21] do not apply, but the

Yang-Feldman approach can be used leading to a unitary field theory [42]. One

may also use an interaction point time ordering procedure which is applied before

integrations of the momenta are taken. In this case one finds a noncommutative

quantum field theory which is mutually exclusive between the properties of unitarity

and causality [43].

2.4 Non-locality of the Quantum Field Theory

After we have discussed the Lorentz invariance breaking of the space-time com-

mutator (2.1) we turn to the issue of nonlocality that arises due to this commutator.

Indeed, the constancy of θµν does imply that all space-time points are inter-related

in this theory. That is, any interaction taking place in this type of a space-time

depends on all other space-time points and the interaction cannot be said to be

happening at one space-time point. This type of nonlocal interaction that needs all

the other space-time points for it to happen, is called infinite nonlocality. Another

way to see this is to note that the Moyal star-product (2.5) contains an infinite

number of derivatives that contribute to the Lagrangian of a noncommutative field
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2.4. Non-locality of the Quantum Field Theory

theory only in the interaction terms, but to these terms, with an infinite number

of derivatives. This infinte nonlocality leads to the probably most severe problem

that noncommutative field theories face, the mixing of the UV and the IR [31]. The

consequence of this mixing is that these theories are not renormalizable, at least

not by any hitherto known mechanism.

2.4.1 UV/IR mixing and singularities

In [31] the one-loop behavior of scalar field theories is studied. It is concluded

that the ordinary UV divergences are mixed with new IR divergences that appear

due to the noncommutativity of space-time. In the following we shall explore this

mechanism in more detail.

If we start from a scalar φn field theory with the Euclidean action

S =

Z
d4x(

1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ+
1

2
m2φ2 +

MX
n=3

ang
n−2φn? ), (2.18)

where φn? denotes n star-products of the field φ, an are arbitrary constants and g

are the coupling constants, we must find its Feynman rules to discuss its one-loop

behavior. We can see from (2.18) that the free part of the field theory is the same

as its commutative counterpart resulting in that the propagator is the same as in

the commutative case. The difference to the commutative Feynman rules appears

in the rules for the vertices. In momentum space every vertex has an extra phase

factor

V (k1, k2..., kn) = e−
i
2

P
i<j θ

mnkimk
n
j , (2.19)

where kim denotes the momentum of the i:th φ flowing into the vertex and m is the

index related to the noncommutative space-time coordinates through θmn. This is

in fact the only modification to the Feynman rules in momentum space compared to

the same commutative theory [44]. The modification to the vertices serves to divide

the Feynman diagrams into two distinct types: Planar diagrams and nonplanar

diagrams. The planar diagrams are drawn as the commutative diagrams4, but

4The difference to the commutative diagrams is a phase-factor (2.19) at each external line.
Therefore the Feynman integrals do not change in the planar diagrams compared to the commu-
tative Feynman integrals of the same diagram and these terms may therefore be renormalized by
the introduction of counterterms as ordinarily in commutative theory.
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2.4. Non-locality of the Quantum Field Theory

the nonplanar diagrams are such that one cannot draw them on a plane without

intersecting lines. This makes a substantial difference in how the Feynman integrals

of these diagrams behave.

The complete vertex for both diagrams is [44]

e−
i
2

P
i<j θ

mnpimp
j
ne−i

�
θmn

2

P
i,j Cijk

i
mk

j
n

�
, (2.20)

where the pim:s are external momenta, the kim can be both internal and external

momenta and the matrix Cij counts the number of times the i:th momentum line

crosses over the j:th momentum line. One can immediately see that planar graphs

do not have the second exponent of (2.20) and consequently, they are not sensitive

to the inner structure of the graph.

Next, we take scalar φ4 theory as an example and calculate its Feynman integrals

associated with the planar and nonplanar one loop diagrams (see figure 2.25). These

p
k k

p

Figure 2.2: The two one loop diagrams for noncommutative scalar φ4 theory.

diagrams are terms of the 1 particle irreducible two point function which at lowest

order is given by the inverse propagator Γ
(2)
0 = p2 +m2. They have the form

Γ
(2)
1 planar =

g2

3(2π)4

Z
d4k

k2 +m2
, (2.21)

Γ
(2)
1 nonplanar =

g2

6(2π)4

Z
d4k

k2 +m2
eiθ

mnkmpn . (2.22)

After rewriting both integrals with a Schwinger parameter, then evaluating the k

integrals and multiplying them by the regulating factor exp(�1/(Λ2α)), where α is

the Schwinger parameter, and integrating them over the Schwinger parameter, we

5The figure is taken from [31].
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2.4. Non-locality of the Quantum Field Theory

end up with

Γ
(2)
1 planar =

g2

48π2

�
Λ2 �m2ln(

Λ2

m2
) +O(1)

�
, (2.23)

Γ
(2)
1 nonplanar =

g2

96π2

�
Λ2
eff �m2ln(

Λ2
eff

m2
) +O(1)

�
, (2.24)

where Λ2
eff = 1

1/Λ2+θµγθνγpµpν
. In the limit Λ!1 the planar one-loop contribution

diverges, but the nonplanar contribution is clearly regulated by the noncommuta-

tivity of space-time. However, the nonplanar diagram diverges for p! 0 suggesting

an IR singularity. This can be better seen if we write the total effective action to

this one-loop order as

S
(2)
1PI =

Z
d4p

1

2

�
p2 +M2 +

g2

96π2(θµγθνγpµpν + 1
Λ2 )
� g2M2

96π2
ln

 
1

M2(θµγθνγpµpν + 1
Λ2 )

!
+ � � �+O(g4)

�
φ(p)φ(�p), (2.25)

where M2 = m2 + g2Λ2

48π2 � g2m2

48π2 ln
�

Λ2

m2

�
... is the renormalized mass. From (2.25) we

can then find two cases:

1. In the zero momentum limit when Λeff � Λ we have the action

S
(2)
1PI =

Z
d4p

1

2

�
p2 +M ′2�φ(p)φ(�p), (2.26)

where M ′2 = M2+3g
2Λ2

96π2� 3g2m2

96π2 ln
�

Λ2

m2

�
... . Here, the effective action diverges

when one takes Λ!1.

2. In the limit Λ!1 with Λeff � 1
θµγθνγpµpν

we recover the action

S
(2)′

1PI =

Z
d4p

1

2

�
p2 +M2 +

g2

96π2θµγθνγpµpν
� g2M2

96π2
ln

�
1

m2θµγθνγpµpν

�
+...+O(g4)

�
φ(p)φ(�p), (2.27)

which diverges in the zero momentum limit.

However, depending on which limit one takes first, one ends up with a UV, Λ!1
divergence in (2.26) or an IR, p ! 0 divergence in (2.27). The noncommutativity

of these two limits demonstrates the mixing of the UV and the IR.
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2.4. Non-locality of the Quantum Field Theory

The UV/IR mixing spoils the renormalizability of these quantum field theories.

In the contex of string theory, it can be related to the duality of open string theory at

high enery and closed string theory at low energy [45]. Although it is not expectable

that this phenomenon is absent in a gauge theory, it is still interesting to see how

UV/IR mixing behaves in such a theory [46]. Especially the effect on the low energy

regime, where the noncommutativity is not supposed to be detectable, is interesting

due to the IR poles in the effective action. For instance, the dispersion relation for

the transverse modes of a U?(1)6 gauge boson at one-loop order can be found to

have the form [46]

p2
0 = p2

3 + P 2, (2.28)

where P is the spatial momentum chosen to be along the 1-direction. This is just

as the ordinary commutative dispersion relation. However, when one chooses P to

be along the 2-direction, one finds

p2
0 = p2

3 + P 2 + cg2 1

θ2P 2
. (2.29)

In both relations (2.28) and (2.29), the noncommutativity has been chosen as

θ12 = �θ21 = θ and the other directions are commutative. Thus, the dispersion

relation becomes modified due to UV/IR mixing in the IR regime and we receive

a contribution that we would not expect at low momenta, especially if we wish to

consider the U?(1)-particle to be related to the photon at this energy.

2.4.2 Infinite non-locality vs. finite noncommutativity

If one could find a noncommutative quantum field theory without the UV/IR

mixing, it would be a self consistent7 quantum field theory with a minimal area. An

interesting result in relation to this is obtained in [47], where it is concluded that the

noncommutative φ4 scalar field theory is renormalizable when one adds a harmonic

term of the form Ω(θ−1
µν x

ν) ? (θ−1µ
σx

σ), with Ω a constant, to the Lagrangian. How-

ever, a Lagrangian with an explicit x dependence breaks translational invariance,

but the progress in [47] has lead to another model where the non-renormalizability

6See section 2.5 for a definition of this gauge group.
7The theory would be self consistent in the same sense as e.g. supersymmetric quantum field

theories are self consistent.
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of the UV/IR mixing is resolved and the translational invariance of the scalar quan-

tum field theory is preserved [48]. It is however not yet clear how this mechanism

can be deployed in a gauge field theory.

We may also view the UV/IR mixing problem from a different angle. Due to the

constancy of θµν we have an infinite domain of validity of the noncommutativity.

This is a clear signal of the UV/IR mixing. Because the noncommutativity is infi-

nite, phenomena at short distance become linked with phenomena at long distance,

the UV/IR mixing. That is why one might think that making θµν a parameter that

depends on the space-time position would help render the noncommutativity finite.

The problem with this is that making θµν x-dependent spoils energy-momentum

conservation in the quantum field theoretic sense. If this is the way we choose,

then we cannot deploy quantum field theory in its usual sense, but must construct

a new framework to work within. This seems to be a far too tedious approach and

therefore other approaches should be tested at first.

In [49] it was attempted to reconcile the long and short distances in noncommu-

tative quantum field theory by the introduction a support for the noncommutativity

parameter inside a specific range8. However, it is difficult to construct an interac-

tion that would remain nonlocal inside a finite range in this approach. Another

difficulty in [49] is the choice of the observables that respect a new kind of micro-

causality due to the support of θµν that reduces to the commutative microcausality

outside the support of θµν . In addition, one must deform the states in order to

achieve finite noncommutativity and this deformation is highly nonunique. Since

these problems together are rather severe, it was attempted in [50] to change the

star product into something that would make it a theory of finite noncommutativ-

ity. In this approach it was required that the new product satisfies the commutator

(2.1) and that it remains associative. One may for instance consider a Gaussian

damping of the star product:

f(x) ?′ g(x) :=
R
d2z d2y 1

π2 det θ
exp[2i

θ
(x ^ y + y ^ z + z ^ x)]

exp[�1
θ

((x� y)2 + (x� z)2)] f(y) g(z), (2.30)

where the second exponential is the modification to the ordinary star product (2.6)

8We shall from here on refer to constructions of noncommutativity of this kind as finite non-
commutativity.
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and we work in two dimensions for simplicity. This product is however not asso-

ciative as can be seen by multiplication of plane waves, i.e. eix·p ?′ (eix·k ?′ eix·q) 6=
(eix·p ?′ eix·k) ?′ eix·q.

Although the product (2.30) is nonassociative, we may still use it to calculate

the equal time commutation relation of fields to see the effect of the Gaussian

damping on microcausality in a quantum field theory with this product. From this

calculation [50] one obtains a result that does not vanish but at infinity. This was

to be expected since the infinite tails of the Gaussian distribution contribute to the

product everywhere, but at infinity. This suggests that the product must be cutoff

at some range, since an ordinary analytic function does not vanish but at infinity.

A product of this type with a step-function cutoff is proposed [50], but one cannot

even check its associativity due to the difficulty of analytical calculation with such

a product.

In another approach [51], it was also concluded that the UV/IR mixing remains

with a modified product of the type

f ?′′ g =
1

(2π)
d
2

Z
ddpddqeip·xf̃(q)g̃(p� q)eα(p,q), (2.31)

where α(p, q) is an arbitrary function of p and q. This product was, amongst other

things, required to remain associative and satisfy the commutator (2.1). It appears

that the requirement of associativity is a rather strong restriction for a star-product.

Therefore, it seems that a way out of the UV/IR mixing problem is not provided

by modifying the star-product.

Another way out of this problem could be given by star-products on compact

spaces, called fuzzy spaces (see e.g. [52] for a review). The fuzzy sphere S2
N [12]

is the most studied example, but the simplest four dimensional spaces are given

by S2
N � S2

N , the noncommutative torus, and CP 2
N , which has the symmetry group

SU(3) [53]. These four dimensional compact noncommutative spaces are not free of

trouble and it is argued that they have not yet been satisfactorily constructed [54]

but they are very interesting mainly due to their UV finiteness. This can be easily

understood by taking the fuzzy sphere as an example. It has a finite dimensional

Lie algebra

[Jk, Jl] = εklmJm, (2.32)
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where the Ji are three j-dimensional matrices that form a basis for a j dimensional

irreducible representation of the group SU(2). The Casimir operator for this algebra

is then given by

J2
1 + J2

2 + J2
3 =

1

4
(j2 � 1)I, (2.33)

where I is the j-dimensional identity matrix. If one then defines the coordinates

as xa = kr−1Ja, where k is a parameter defined to satisfy 3r4 = k2(j2 � 1) and

r2 = x2 + y2 + z2, space has become truncated due to the relation to the finite

dimensional Lie algebra. Thus, there are no UV divergences in a theory of this

kind.

As a curiosity one may note that nonlocal field theories that are claimed to

be unitary, causal, gauge invariant and even Lorentz invariant, in a manner of

speaking, have been constructed (for a comprehensive review see [55]). However,

in these theories one speaks of a quantum field theory on a stochastic space-time

of extended objects that outside of their extent, obey Lorentz invariance and that

inside their domain of nonlocality (related to the size of the object) act in a non-

specified way. That is, nothing is said about how the nonlocality should manifest

itself in these theories. One may implement it by choosing an appropriate measure

for the space-time stochasticity, but there is no principle for which kind of measure

should be chosen. One may do this to obtain a nonlocal quantum field theory as

constructed in [56]. There is however some doubt about the new concept of causality

that is introduced into these theories [57], and as the propagators change in this

theory, but not the vertices as they do in noncommutative quantum field theory

[44], we shall not dwell more on these nonlocal constructions.

2.5 Noncommutative gauge field theories

In order to construct for instance an extension of the standard model of par-

ticle physics to the noncommutative setting, we must naturally define gauge field

theory within this approach. Due to the noncommutativity of the star-product,

it is expectable that we will encounter some problems with the closure condition

of the multiplication of group theory when we make the gauge group ”local” and

introduce the star-product between elements. This is indeed the case, and groups
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such as SU(N), SO(N) and Sp(N) that close under the usual multiplication, do

not allow for this kind of a minimal extension with the insertion of the noncom-

mutative star-product. Of the groups interesting to physicists, the only group that

does close under this extension is U?(N). It is defined as follows:

Take the algebra u?(N) of U?(N), which is generated by the N � N hermitian

matrices in which the elements of the matrices are multiplied by the star-product.

Denote the generators of the usual u(N) by Ta, a = 1, ..., N2 � 1 and normalize

them as Tr(T aT b) = 1
2
δab. To these matrices we add the element T 0 = 1√

2N
1N×N

so that all hermitian matrices of u?(N) can be covered by the expansion

f =
N2−1X
A=0

fA(x)TA. (2.34)

Then, we may define the Lie-algebra of u?(N) as

[f, g]? = f ? g � g ? f, f, g,2 u?(N), (2.35)

which closes in the u?(N) algebra. This construction defines the noncommutative

minimally extended U?(N) groups and their algebras. One may consider the groups

SO(N), Sp(N), USp(N) and O(N) in the noncommutative setting [58, 59] and con-

struct algebras for them. However, no extension of the group SU(N) has been made

and one has therefore mostly been interested in the group U?(N) in the context of

noncommutative gauge field theory.

This construction implies for gauge field theory that the gauge transformation

for a U?(n) gauge field Aµ = AaµTa is

Aµ ! U?(n) ? Aµ ? U
−1
? (n)� iU?(n) ? ∂µU

−1
? (n), (2.36)

with U?(n) = e
iλa(x)Ta
? = 1n×n + iλa(x)Ta � 1

2!
(λa(x)Ta)

2 + ..., U−1
? (n) its inverse,

λa(x) a vector function and Ta the generator of the group U?(n). From this we

obtain the field-strength as

F µν = ∂µAν � ∂νAµ � i[Aµ, Aν ]. (2.37)

The field-strength transforms gauge covariantly and the action

S =

Z
d4xTr(F µν ? Fµν), (2.38)
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2.5. Noncommutative gauge field theories

where the trace is taken over the generators of the group, is gauge invariant.

It should be mentioned that this is the minimal extension of group theory to the

noncommutative context and that due to the discovered twisted Poincaré symmetry

[25], one might think that this new symmetry could be extended to some form of a

”twisted” symmetry principle within noncommutative gauge field theory. This was

first attempted in [60] and seemed to result in that one could use any representations

for the fields in the gauge algebra, over-riding the no-go theorem [61]9. Nevertheless,

the proof in [60] assumed that once the fields transform in a given representation

of the gauge algebra, their derivatives of any order also transform according to the

representations of the gauge algebra, which is certainly not the case [62]. Another

attempt at twisting the gauge algebra was made in [63] using covariant derivatives

instead of usual ones, but unfortunately it leads to a non associative star-product

and therefore this road has been abandoned for now.

One further complication in noncommutative gauge field theories arises when

one wishes to construct gauge invariant observables into the theory. Since the field-

strength is gauge covariant and other combinations of the gauge potential also are,

in their most symmetric state, gauge covariant, the question of how to construct

gauge invariant observables into noncommutative gauge field theories appears non-

trivial. This problem is overcome in [64] where one notes that a noncommutative

Wilson line of momentum pµ is gauge invariant if its length satisfies lµ = θµνpν .

These operators can then be generalized [65] to yield gauge invariant operators

that reduce in the commutative limit to their corresponding commutative gauge

invariant operators. The Wilson lines and this construction of gauge invariant

observables will become more relevant to us in section 4.4.

2.5.1 Charge quantization

A very interesting phenomenon within noncommutative gauge field theory en-

countered in [66], is that of charge quantization in noncommutative quantum elec-

trodynamics. We can exemplify this by looking at the minimal noncommutative

extension of quantum electrodynamics. In this model, with the gauge group U?(1),

9This theorem is discussed more in the following subsection.
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2.5. Noncommutative gauge field theories

we must include a star-product in the covariant derivative between the gauge and

matter fields

Dµψ = ∂µψ � iQψAµ ? ψ. (2.39)

Here, Qψ represents the charge of the matter field. This covariant derivative is

covariant in the fundamental, anti-fundamental and adjoint representations of U?(1)

if the charges are +1,�1 and 0 respectively10. However, if we want to couple the

gauge bosons to other matter fields with other charges than +1,�1 or 0, e.g. to

quarks, the combination

Dµψ
(n) = ∂µψ

(n) � inAµ ? ψ(n), (2.40)

where n is a multiple of an integer denoting a charge different from +1,�1 or 0,

fails to transform covariantly [66]. This is evident as the noncommutative gauge

transformation for Aµ dictates in which representation ψ(n) in (2.40) can be and

since we have used up the three possible representations of the matter fields for the

charges +1,�1 and 0, none remains for the charges n 6= +1,�1, 0. This is referred

to as the problem of charge quantization within noncommutative quantum electro-

dynamics and it places a serious restriction on the particle content of a possible

noncommutative standard model of particle physics.

This problem becomes even more complicated [61] when one considers direct

products of groups. To see this, we may consider the group G = G1 � G2, defined

as

g = g1 � g2 g 2 G, gi 2 Gi (2.41)

g′ = g′1 � g′2 g′ 2 G, g′i 2 Gi. (2.42)

In this case

g � g′ = (g1 � g2) � (g′1 � g′2) = (g1 � g′1)� (g2 � g′2), (2.43)

where � is the group multiplication, we can only consider G1 = U?(m) and G2 =

U?(n) when the matter field is in the fundamental representation of one group e.g.

U?(m) and in the antifundamental of the other group, U?(n) in our case. This

follows because other choices of representations for the matter fields charged under

10These charges are chosen for compatibility with the commutative limit of this model which
should be usual quantum electrodynamics for electrons, positrons and photons.
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2.5. Noncommutative gauge field theories

the two groups would again lead to a non gauge-covariant expression. That is, a

matter field can at most be charged under two group factors in a noncommutative

gauge field theory. This poses a serious obstacle for the construction of a non-

commutative standard model in the approach to noncommutativity taken in this

work. However, the result in [67] where all presently known particles are included

in a noncommutative standard model of the form U?(3)�U?(2)�U?(1) gives hope

to that this may be accomplished, even though the Higgs mechanism used there

is not unitary [68] and although corrected in [69] the model suffers from that the

reduced trace-U(1) factors that remain after the symmetry reduction imply that

they cannot be interpreted as the photon.

In the case of Matrix models the situation is better. The trace-U(1) factors

may be absorbed into a dynamical Poisson structure which can be interpreted as

an effective metric and consequently, become part of a theory of emergent gravity

[71]. These, in turn, can explain the IR behavior of the noncommutative quantum

field theories as theories containing gravitons (not photons) that define a nontriv-

ial background for the fields [72]. This explains why the U(1) sector cannot be

disentangled from the other SU(N)11 fields. One may even introduce spontaneous

symmetry breaking into these theories [73]. They are however not yet viable candi-

dates for an extension of the standard model as there, amongst other things, is at

the moment no known mechanism to construct them so that they contain chirality.

2.5.2 Seiberg-Witten-map

Although the charge quantization problem [66] and the no-go theorem for non-

commutative groups [61] restrict the particle content of a possible noncommutative

standard model very strongly, these restrictions have been claimed to be less severe

[74] if one uses the Seiberg-Witten (SW)-map [15]. Therefore we shall in the follow-

ing first present the SW-map in its original form [15] and then briefly review another

way of obtaining it [70]. This other method enables one to use fields charged under

any Lie-algebra in the noncommutative case instead of only fields charged under

the U?(N) groups.

11One may indeed speak of SU(N) valued fields in the Matrix model formulation of noncom-
mutative field theory.
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2.5. Noncommutative gauge field theories

The SW-map is a consequence of open string theory in a background Neveu-

Schwartz field. It maps noncommutative gauge fields to commutative gauge fields.

More precisely, if we consider open strings ending on D branes and quantize them

in a strong background B-field, which can be considered a low-energy limit of open

string theory, we end up with a noncommutative field theory. This field theory

can be expressed with either commutative gauge fields or noncommutative gauge

fields depending on the regularization used. Since the theory in this low energy limit

should not depend on the regularization used, one is lead to believe that there exists

a map between the commutative and noncommutative gauge fields. The SW-map.

This requirement can be writtenbA(A) + bδbλ bA(A) = bA(A+ δλA), (2.44)

where bA is the noncommutative gauge field, A is the commutative gauge field, bδbλ
is a variation w.r.t. the noncommutative gauge parameter bλ and δλ is a variation

w.r.t. to the commutative gauge parameter λ. These variations are given by

δλAi = ∂iλ+ i[λ,Ai] (2.45)bδbλ bAi = ∂ibλ+ i[bλ, bAi]?, (2.46)

where the Moyal bracket (2.10) has been used in the expression (2.46). As we

have noted previously, one may only obtain spatial noncommutativity from string

theory. Therefore the use of the latin indices in equations (2.45) and (2.46) and in

the remainder of this section.

To fulfill the condition (2.44) one requires that if the commutative fields A

and A′ are gauge equivalent by a commutative gauge transformation eiλ, then the

noncommutative fields bA and bA′ are gauge equivalent by a noncommutative gauge

transformation ei
bλ, where bλ depends on both A and λ as a consequence of the SW-

map. A perturbative solution to first order in the noncommutativity parameter θij

for the SW-map can then be given [15] as

A′i(A) = �1

4
θklfAk, ∂lAi + Flig+O(θ2) (2.47)

λ′(λ,A) =
1

4
θklf∂kλ,Alg+O(θ2). (2.48)

This is the SW-map as presented in [15]. However, as such there is no remedy for the

charge quantization problem and one may not consider noncommutative extensions
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2.5. Noncommutative gauge field theories

of groups such as SU(N) yet. This is claimed to change [74] if one generalizes the

SW-map to hold for general star-products of the Kontsevich type [19] for different

Poisson structures, one for the commutative theory and one for the noncommutative

theory. These Poisson structures are related and their relation is given precisely

by the SW-map. In that case, one may consider the enveloping algebra of the Lie-

algebra of the noncommutative group in question instead of its Lie-algebra and this

way generalize the noncommutative groups to also involve noncommutative SU(N)

groups [70]. However, the solution to the charge quantization problem presented

in [74] where one associates one different noncommutative gauge field with every

different charge of the matter fields, and then maps them with the SW-map to their

corresponding commutative fields, does not work [75]. Therefore, even by use of

the SW-map, the charge quantization problem stands strong, although the SW-map

does seem to enable one to consider noncommutative SU(N) groups.
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Chapter 3

The Aharonov-Bohm Effect

The Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect discovered in [76] and independently rediscov-

ered in [77] is an effect which displays the importance of quantum mechanics as

a new theory compared to classical mechanics and Maxwellian electrodynamics in

a very transparent way. It can also be considered a link to gauge theory and its

relation to holonomies of loops or Wilson loops, as we shall see shortly. These are

very important in noncommutative gauge field theories as here, the gauge covari-

ant Wilson loops are related to the gauge invariant observables of the theory and

Wilson lines (see [78], chapter 4.2 for a review of noncommutative Wilson lines).

The AB-effect is also very interesting in relation to the magnetic monopoles that

we shall explore in chapter 4, as it is mathematically very closely related as we shall

soon see and at the same time experimentally verified [79], whereas no magnetic

monopoles have ever been observed [80].

3.1 Wilson loops and the AB-effect

The AB-effect is best explained by taking a close look at the experiment in figure

3.1. In this experiment an electron beam coming in from the left is divided into two

and then passed through a double-slit as in the figure and the emerging beams form

an interference pattern on the screen. The most crucial part here is that there is a

magnetic field going through the solenoid, but confined within it. This means that
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3.1. Wilson loops and the AB-effect

Figure 3.1: The experimental setup for a double-slit Aharonov-Bohm experiment.

The electrons take paths γI and γII and an interference pattern is produced when

they are reunited at the screen due to the different magnetic fluxes they experience

when they pass above and below the solenoid.

the two electron beams γI and γII never experience the magnetic field where they

travel. Classically, this would imply that no effect of the solenoid on the beam can

be observed as no Lorentz force acts on the beam. However, quantum mechanically

there is still something that can happen.

The Hamiltonian for this problem is given by

H = − 1

2m

(
∂µ − ieAµ

�2
+ V (r), (3.1)

where m is the electron mass, e the electron charge and V (r) represents the effect

of the experimental apparatus. The Schrödinger equation for this Hamiltonian can

be solved in the form

ψAi (r) = exp
(
ie

Z
γi

~A(r′) � dr′
�
ψi(r), i = I, II, (3.2)
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3.1. Wilson loops and the AB-effect

where ψI(r) and ψII(r) are the solutions to the Schrödinger equation in the case
~A(r) = 0 along paths γI or γII that begin at the point P where the electron beam

splits into two. If we then consider a superposition of the two wavefunctions along

different paths ψAI +ψAII , such that they satisfy ψAI (P ) = ψAII(P ), one can write the

amplitude at a point Q on the screen as

ψI(Q) + ψII(Q) = exp
�
ie

Z
γI

~A(r′) � dr′
�
ψI(Q) + exp

�
ie

Z
γII

~A(r′) � dr′
�
ψII(Q)

= exp
�
ie

Z
γII

~A(r′) � dr′
�h

exp
�
ie

I
γ

~A(r′) � dr′
�
ψI(Q) + ψII(Q)

i
,

(3.3)

where γ is the loop γI � γII . It is clear that although the magnetic field is zero

in the region where the electrons travel, the gauge potential need not be and via

Stokes theorem I
γ

~A(r′) � dr′ =
Z
S

(r� ~A) � dS =

Z
S

~B � dS = Φ, (3.4)

where S is a surface bounded by γ, the magnetic flux is nonzero. Therefore we

see clearly that the interference patterns should be the same for two values of the

magnetic fluxes Φa and Φb whenever

e(Φa � Φb) = 2πn, n 2 Z. (3.5)

Additionally we note that the AB-effect is directly related to the holonomy of a

closed loop exp
�
ie
H
γ
~A(r′)�dr′

�
of the U(1) gauge connection. This is a phenomenon

that generalizes nicely to the noncommutative AB-effect [I].

The Dirac potential for a magnetic monopole is very closely related to the AB-

effect. We can see this if we take the Maxwell equations for a magnetic monopole

r� ~B = 0 (3.6)

r � ~B = 4gπδ3(r), (3.7)

where ~B = r� ~A and g is the magnetic charge, and note that they may be solved

by the potential in spherical coordinates

Ax = �g1 + cos θ

r sin θ
sinφ, Ay = g

1 + cos θ

r sin θ
cosφ A0 = Az = 0. (3.8)
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3.1. Wilson loops and the AB-effect

This potential is singular along the line θ = 0, that is along the positive z-axis. Due

to the definition ~B = r� ~A, ~A cannot be determined everywhere in space because

this definition clashes with the equation (3.7), but the potential (3.8) does the job,

because the singular line θ = 0, also called the Dirac string can be moved by a

gauge transformation and is therefore not observable. The potential (3.8) results

after careful regularization [81] in the magnetic field

~B =
gr̂

r2
+ 4πgδ(x)δ(y)θ(z)ẑ, (3.9)

where r̂ is a unit radius vector, ẑ is a unit vector along the z-axis and θ(z) is the

Heaviside step-function.

What is interesting to us in this chapter is that since the Dirac string in (3.9) is

unobservable because it can be moved by a gauge transformation, we require that it

cannot be observed in an AB-experiment around a monopole instead of a solenoid.

In this case the wave-function of (3.2) must be single-valued, which happens if the

condition

exp
�
ie

I
γ′

~A(r′) � dr′
�

= 1, (3.10)

or equivalently

2πn = e

I
γ′

~A(r′) � dr′ =
Z
dS

~B � dS = 4πeg, n 2 Z, (3.11)

where the magnetic field (3.9) has been integrated over an infinitesimaly small area

dS which the Dirac string passes through, holds. Thus we have arrived at the Dirac

Quantization Condition (DQC) [82]

2ge

~c
= n, n 2 Z, (3.12)

where we have restored the units. It can be seen by this derivation that the DQC

is closely related to the AB-effect.

One could hope to pursue this analogy exploring magnetic monopoles in the non-

commutative case, but it turns out to be less fruitful due to the technical difficulty

of the calculation and the definition of a noncommutative source for the noncom-

mutative version of equation (3.7). There is also no guarantee that the complete

noncommutative Dirac potential displays a similar Dirac string. Moreover, once one
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3.2. The noncommutative AB-effect

has a good noncommutative magnetic monopole source, it is more desirable to use

the approach [84] to find the DQC because it directly shows that the Dirac string

is unphysical. However, it is interesting to note that one can define a noncommu-

tative gauge covariant Aharonov-Bohm phase factor [I], but the DQC for magnetic

monopoles becomes a lot more difficult to obtain in the noncommutative case [83].

3.2 The noncommutative AB-effect

In the following we shall generalize the AB-effect to the noncommutative case

following [I]. The noncommutative AB-effect has been calculated using a path inte-

gral approach in [85] and using a shift of the coordinates in [86], often referred to as

the Bopp shift. These approaches are however troublesome as they do not preserve

the gauge covariance of the AB-phase-factor and this ultimately leads to that the

interference pattern calculated from them is not a gauge invariant observable.

The solution to this problem resides in how we treat the noncommutative Hamil-

tonian

H(x) =
1

2m

�
Pi +

e

c
Ai(x)

�2

?
, (3.13)

where Pi = �iri. This Hamiltonian is Weyl ordered, and therefore must be treated

with the midpoint prescription in the path integral approach. However, the mid-

point prescription fails to remain gauge covariant for the Hamiltonian (3.13) and

hence the problem with the AB-effect calculated in [85, 86]. This should be taken as

a reminder of how careful one has to be with path integrals in the noncommutative

case. The remedy for this situation can be found by solving the noncommutative

Schrödinger equation

i
∂

∂t
Ψ(x, t) =

1

2

�
Pi +

e

c
Ai(x)

�2

?
?x Ψ(x, t), (3.14)

where the lower index x of the star indicates on which points the star-product acts.

The solution of (3.14) is then given by

Ψ(x, x0, t) = P exp?x0

h
� i
Z 1

0

ds
dξi
ds
Ai(x0 + ξ(s))

i
?x0 ψ(x, x0, t). (3.15)

The symbol P stands for path-ordering and the parameter 0 � s � 1 parametrizes

the path C so that it has the endpoints x0 + ξ(0) = x0 and x0 + ξ(1) = x0 + l = x.
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3.2. The noncommutative AB-effect

ψ(x, x0, t) is the solution of the free Schrödinger equation

�r2
xψ(x, x0, t) = i

∂ψ(x, x0, t)

∂t
. (3.16)

The points x and x0 appearing here signify the locations of the screen and the source

of the electrons for the AB-experiment, respectively. The appearance of the path

ordered exponential is not surprising, since it is simply the noncommutative Wilson

line [65] and therefore the AB-effect is given by the holonomy of the U?(1)-group (or

Wilson loop) in this case. This is the analogy to the commutative case as discussed

in the previous section and also to the result of [84], where the non-Abelian phase-

factor is given, although in the commutative context.

If we write the solution (3.15) in the form

Ψ(x, x0, t) = U(x, x0, C) ?x0 ψ(x, x0, t), (3.17)

the path-ordered exponential is given by

U(x, x0, C) � P exp?x0

�
�i
Z 1

0

ds
dξi
ds

Ai(x0 + ξ(s))

�
= 1 +

∞X
n=1

(�i)n
Z 1

0

ds1

Z s1

0

ds2 � � �
Z sn−1

0

dsn
dξi1(s1)

ds1

� � � dξin(sn)

dsn

�Ai1(x0 + ξ(s1)) ?x0 � � � ?x0 Ain(x0 + ξ(sn)). (3.18)

This shows the difficulty with evaluating the AB-effect in the noncommutative

case. We may calculate the Wilson loop in the case of an infinitesimal loop, but

when the loop has a finite size, the result depends on the loop chosen. This would

be true mathematically speaking also in the commutative case, but here one can

relate the line integral around the loop to the magnetic flux which one knows to

be confined within the solenoid and hence the form of the loop does not matter.

This is due to the gauge invariance of the loop in the commutative case, but in the

noncommutative case the Wilson loop is gauge covariant and the result therefore

depends on the loop chosen. This means that in practice, we must calculate equation

(3.18) explicitly for some finite size loop to evaluate the noncommutative AB-effect.

Although the noncommutative interference pattern is gauge invariant and does not

depend on the form of the loop, we cannot get to it without first calculating the

noncommutative Wilson loop.
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3.2. The noncommutative AB-effect

One might think that it would be possible to evaluate the AB-effect using an

infinitesimal Wilson loop. In the commutative case this does work, because the

magnetic field is gauge invariant and we therefore know that it is confined within

the solenoid. However, in the noncommutative case we do not speak of the non-

commutative magnetic field, but of the noncommutative potential. Due to that the

noncommutative Wilson loop is gauge covariant, it is not clear that there is some

gauge invariant piece of the noncommutative potential that remains completely

confined within the solenoid. Therefore we should calculate the noncommutative

AB-effect using a finite size Wilson loop which surrounds both the field within the

solenoid and a piece outside of it.

In the case of a noncommutative magnetic monopole that has a Dirac string,

we may still calculate the Wilson loop for an AB-experiment using an infinitesimal

loop to find the DQC, because the Dirac string is infinitesimal. However, one

should first show that the noncommutative Maxwell equations with an appropriate

noncommutative source for the magnetic monopole, give a potential that has a

Dirac string. In this case it seems easier to follow the approach taken in [III].
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Chapter 4

Magnetic Monopoles

For a theorist, the magnetic monopole needs no separate introduction (see [87]

for good reviews.). It is the one particle that fits so nicely into so many different

theories, without ever being observed. Be it as it may with the existence of mag-

netic monopoles, it is a theoretical formulation that becomes very interesting in

the context of a noncommutative space-time. Due to that the Dirac monopole is

point-like, one cannot help but wonder whether this object can be placed into a

noncommutative space-time. Therefore, the study of magnetic monopoles tells us

something about the incorporation of point-like particles in noncommutative space-

time. Furthermore, since the UV is mixed with the IR in noncommutative field

theory [31], this theory has new IR singularities compared to the commutative ver-

sion of field theory. Since the magnetic monopole is described by the delta function

(a physical singularity), one may indeed think that the study of monopoles in a

noncommutative space-time is an interesting one.

Having accepted that the magnetic monopole is an interesting object of study

in the noncommutative case, one may wonder why one should start by looking at

the Dirac monopoles, when there are monopole formulations much more suitable for

quantum field theory such as, the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole [88] or the monopoles

in the BPS (Bogomol’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield)-limit [89]. Although these objects

are interesting in their own right, it is imperative to start the study of magnetic

monopoles in noncommutative space-time with the Dirac monopole as it directly

tells us what we may call a noncommutative magnetic charge. The existence of the
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4.0. Magnetic Monopoles

Dirac monopole is the foundation for calling the ’t Hooft-Polyakov soliton or the

BPS-solitons with magnetic charge, magnetic monopoles, as their gauge potential

reduces to that of the Dirac monopole in the asymptotic far, i.e. r ! 1. If the

asymptotic limit is something else than the Dirac monopole potential, they are

but solitons, without the interpretation of being particles with a noncommutative

magnetic charge.

There have been many works devoted to the study of BPS-monopoles in noncom-

mutative space-time and [90–93], gives only a partial list. Some of these works have

taken the perturbative approach [90, 91] while some are nonperturbative [92, 93].

Some of them have even claimed to give rise to the DQC [91] given in (3.12). How-

ever, all these works share the same assumption: The noncommutative topological

charge is the same as the noncommutative magnetic charge. As an example we

may take the work [93], where a noncommutative U?(1) soliton is constructed. The

soliton of [93] which reduces to the U(1)-monopole in the commutative limit has a

vanishing charge, but this is its topological charge. The question is, does the topo-

logical charge represent the magnetic charge in noncommutative space-time? In a

commutative space-time this is the case as the non-Abelian potential reduces to the

Abelian potential of the Dirac monopole in the assymptotic far. However, in a non-

commutative space-time of the type (2.1), the noncommutativity of the space-time

does not go away in some physical limit 1. That is why we start from the minimal

noncommutative extension of Maxwell’s equations and the obvious minimal non-

commutative generalization of magnetic charge, and see whether we can define a

DQC respective magnetic charge in the noncommutative context [III]. One could

then in principle check whether the noncommutative ’t Hooft Polyakov/BPS poten-

tials give the noncommutative magnetic potential of the noncommutative Maxwell’s

equations in the asymptotic far. Nevertheless, to get this far, one must first solve

the noncommutative Maxwell’s equations for a noncommutative point-like particle.

Having further accepted that we should solve the noncommutative Maxwell’s

equations for a point-like particle with noncommutative magnetic charge, we face

1It does go away in the θµν ! 0-limit, but the limit θµν ! 0 is only a mathematical operation
and does not represent any physical limit, unless the theory has some extra structure, such as
e.g. a spontaneous symmetry breaking of the noncommutative space-time into the commutative
space-time.
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4.1. A source for the magnetic monopole

another problem. Which method of solution should we go for: a perturbative or a

nonperturbative solution? Although one can justly argue that a soliton solution of

the noncommutative Maxwells equations should be given in a compact, nonpertur-

bative way, one resorts to perturbation in both [II] and [III]. This follows because

the DQC, which we shall be considering as the most important consequence of the

theoretical construction of magnetic monopoles, is due to the delta function ap-

pearing in the commutative case. As a consequence, it is very hard to imagine a

source that is a point-like particle in the noncommutative space-time, but which

does either not reduce to the delta-function in the limit θµν ! 0 but does produce

the DQC or then it reduces to the delta function in the commutative limit, but in a

nonperturbative way. If we ignore the perturbative approach, the latter of the two

cases mentioned seems to be more reasonable, but due to symmetry requirements

of the point-particle source, it too, is very difficult to handle. This will be discussed

more thoroughly in section 4.4.

In this chapter we shall begin by explaining the importance of [II] for the

introduction of a magnetic source into the noncommutative Maxwell’s equations.

We shall then show that the source discovered in [II] may be used in the first order

of the perturbation in θµν of the Maxwells equations that ultimately leads to that

the DQC holds in the noncommutative setting, perturbatively to first order in the

parameter θµν [III]. We finally discuss the difficulties with the same analysis carried

out in second order where the DQC does no longer hold [83].

4.1 A source for the magnetic monopole

To discus magnetic monopoles in the noncommutative setting, it is important to

generalize the source of the magnetically charged particle appearing in the Maxwell

equations. In the commutative case, it is but a Dirac delta-function, but due to the

requirement of gauge covariance of the noncommutative Maxwell’s equations (see

section 4.4), the noncommutative source must also transform gauge covariantly.

Consequently, the noncommutative source cannot remain only a delta function,

since it does not transform under noncommutative gauge transformations and it

thereby must be different from the commutative source. We shall in the following
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4.1. A source for the magnetic monopole

give a brief overview of a method [94] to find the DQC, which indicates what the

magnetic source looks like if the DQC is preserved.

In [94] it is realized that one may obtain the DQC by requiring the associa-

tivity of the gauge invariant translation operators of a certain algebra. This is

an example of how three-cocycles, that appear when a group of transformations is

non-associative, are related to physics. The algebra considered in [94] is given by

[xi, xj] = 0, [xi, πj] = i~δij, (4.1)

[πi, πj] = i~
e

c
εijkBk(~x). (4.2)

These are the quantum mechanical brackets for an electrically charged particle with

the charge e moving in a magnetic field Bk(~x) and πi = �i~∂i� e
c
Ai(~x), where Ai(~x)

is the gauge potential. Together with the Hamiltonian

H =
~π2

2m
, ~π = m~̇x, (4.3)

the brackets (4.2) yield

~̇x =
i

~
[H,~x] =

~π

m
, (4.4)

~̇π =
i

~
[H,~π] =

e

2mc
[~π � ~B � ~B � ~π]. (4.5)

Up to this point nothing has been said about the form of the magnetic field, but

once we consider the Jacobi identity

1

2
εijk[[πi, πj], πk] =

e~2

c
r � ~B, (4.6)

we note that the magnetic field has to be source-free. If this is not the case, there

will be a loss of the associativity of the translation generators T (~a) � exp
�
� i

~~a �~π
�

given by�
T (~a1)T (~a2)

�
T (~a3) = exp

�
� ie

~c
ω(~x;~a1,~a2,~a3)

�
T (~a1)

�
T (~a2)T (~a3)

�
. (4.7)

Here, ~ai are constant vectors and the non-trivial phase-factor is the magnetic flux

coming out of the tetrahedron formed by the ~ai (see figure 4.12). Since the flux

2The figure is taken from [95].
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4.2. A source for the magnetic monopole

Figure 4.1: The tetrahedron formed by the vectors ~a1, ~a2 and ~a3.

through the tetrahedron in (4.7) is given by

ω(~x;~a1,~a2,~a3)
�

=

I
∂4

~B � ~dS =

Z
4
r � ~B dV, (4.8)

where ∂4 signifies the boundary of the tetrahedron and 4 its volume, the phase-

factor is given by

exp
�
� ie

~c
ω(~x;~a1,~a2,~a3)

�
= exp

�
� ie

~c

Z
4
r � ~B dV

�
. (4.9)

This phase-factor must be equal to unity for the condition of associativity of the

translation generators (4.7) to hold. For a magnetic monopole of charge g the

requirement of associativity then becomes

1 = exp
�
� ie

~c

Z
4
r � ~B dV

�
= exp

�
� 4πieg

~c

�
) (4.10)

2eg = ~cn, n 2 Z (4.11)

where the equation r � ~B = 4πgδ3(~r), has been used. Hence, the requirement of

associativity of the translation generators, is equivalent to the requirement of the

DQC holding for an electron moving in the field of a magnetic monopole. Addi-

tionally, we can read of the source from the right hand side of (4.6). We shall use

this observation in the construction of the noncommutative Maxwell’s equations in

section 4.4.
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4.2. The DQC from a noncommutative quantum mechanical model

4.2 The DQC from a noncommutative quantum

mechanical model

The previous review of the method of [94] suggests via (4.6) that one can obtain

the noncommutative magnetic source, modulo some constant factor, using a non-

commutative quantum mechanical algebra. This has been attempted in [II], where

a specific quantum mechanical model is used to derive the DQC. The model used

[96] is a model in two dimensions with Lagrangian given in [97], but in [II] it is

straight-forwardly generalized to three dimensions with a Lagrangian given by

L =
�
Pi +

e

c
Ai

�
Ẋi �

1

2
εijkPiṖjθk �

1

2m
~P 2 + eA0, (4.12)

where Pi is the momentum, θk - the noncommutativity parameter, of dimension

(length)2/action, and Ai, A0 - the magnetic and electric potential, respectively. The

two dimensional Lagrangian that the Lagrangian (4.12) is an extension of, is the

Lagrangian of a free particle in an electromagnetic field, supplemented by a term

kεijẋiẍj that produces the noncommutativity of the model. This Lagrangian can

be rewritten by the introduction of new momenta corresponding to each order of

derivatives such that to ẋ there is a corresponding momentum and to ẍ there is a

different corresponding momentum. These momenta can then be introduced into

the Lagrangian as Lagrange multipliers and after a choice of new variables one

arrives at the model [96]. Hence, the unfamiliar form of the Lagrangian (4.12).

The Dirac brackets [98] can be calculated for the model (4.12) and they are

fXi, Xjg =
εijkθk

1� e
c
~θ � ~B

,

fXi, Pjg =
δij � e

c
Biθj

1� e
c
~θ � ~B

,

fPi, Pjg =
εijk

e
c
Bk

1� e
c
~θ � ~B

. (4.13)

For the quantization of a noncommutativity of this type, one can note that this

algebra is of the Moyal type with a constant θij = εijkθk only if we expand it

perturbatively to first order in θij. One might think that this Dirac bracket algebra

(4.13) when expanded to second order, could by a coordinate transformation become
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4.2. The DQC from a noncommutative quantum mechanical model

of the Moyal type. However, the algebra obtained in this way is very difficult to

quantize3, as we cannot find appropriate representations for the operators Xi and

Pi in the quantized brackets. This issue will be discussed some more at the end of

this section.

In first order one can however treat the problem perturbatively and we expand

the algebra (4.13) to first order in θk and change each Dirac Bracket to a quantum

bracket and promote Xi and Pi to operators to obtain:

[X̂i, X̂j] = i~εijkθk +O(θ2), (4.14)

[X̂i, P̂j] = i~
�
δij �

e

c
Bi( ~̂X)θj +

e

c
δij~θ � ~B( ~̂X)

�
+O(θ2),

[P̂i, P̂j] = i~
e

c
εijkBk( ~̂X)

�
1 +

e

c
~θ � ~B( ~̂X)

�
+O(θ2).

We can then choose new definitions for our operators and we choose to set

xi = X̂i +
1

2
εijkP̂jθk, (4.15)

Bi( ~̂X) = Bi(~x)� 1

2
εnjkθkP̂j∂nBi(~x) +O(θ2), (4.16)

pj = P̂j �
1

2

e

c

�
P̂j( ~B � ~θ)� ~̂P � ~B θj

�
. (4.17)

Here it is important to notice the order in which the equations are given. We first

choose the form of the xi in equation (4.15) which in turn gives us (4.16) and then

one can calculate an intermediate algebra, and finally define the pj in (4.17). It is

not possible to change this order of doing things and it is important to remember

once we look at the problems related to the second order calculation (see section

4.2.1). The quantum algebra now reads

[xi, xj] = 0 +O(θ2),

[xi, pj] = i~δij +O(θ2), (4.18)

[pi, pj] = i~
e

c
εijkBk �

e

2c

h
i~
�
p[j∂i]( ~B � ~θ) + p[iθj]r �B + p � θ[i∂j]B

�
+p[j[pi],B] � ~θ + ~p � [ ~B, p[i]θj]

i
+O(θ2),

3In principle one might, if we are dealing with a genuine Poisson structure, quantize the brackets
by the Kontsevich method [19], but then we have no explicit representations of the operators and
these are what we are looking for in order to complete the construction as sketched in section 4.1.
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4.2. The DQC from a noncommutative quantum mechanical model

with lower index brackets indicating anti-symmetrization w.r.t. to the indices. A

proper quantization of the algebra (4.18) requires us to specify the representations

of the operators appearing in the algebra. This is the part of this method where

we run into trouble when we go to second order in θk, but in first order of θk these

representations are simply given by

pi = �i~∂i �
e

c
Ai(~x) + Ti(θ, ~x) +O(θ2), (4.19)

where xi is the usual commutative coordinate, Ti(θ, ~x) = �1
2
e
c
θir � ~B + Gi and

∂jGi = 1
2~

�
e
c

�2

Ajθir � ~B. Thus we have the quantized algebra given in the x-

representation as

[xi, xj] = 0 +O(θ2),

[xi, pj] = i~δij +O(θ2), (4.20)

[pi, pj] = i~
e

c
εijkBk +

e

2c

h
(i~∂[i +

e

c
A[i)θj]r � ~B

i
+O(θ2).

From (4.20) we then obtain the Jacobi identity

1

2
εijk[[pi, pj], pk] = �~2 e

c
r � ~B +

i~
2

�e
c

�2

εijk∂k(Aiθjr � ~B),+O(θ2). (4.21)

which directly shows that the DQC can be satisfied to first order in θk in this

noncommutative quantum mechanical model because the second term on the right

hand side does not contribute to the associativity condition (4.10) due to the inte-

gral. However, what is more important is that we may read off the noncommutative

source from (4.21) in first order of the perturbation. It is, perhaps modulo some

constant in front of the first order correction, given by

ρNC = 4πg
�
δ3(~r)� e

2c~
εijk∂k(Aiθjδ

3(~r))
�

+O(θ2). (4.22)

As can be easily checked, this source transforms gauge covariantly to first order in

θk under a noncommutative gauge transformation. This symmetry requirement on

the source will be essential in section 4.4.

4.2.1 Problems in the second order of θk

Having quantized the model (4.12) to first order in [II], one would indeed expect

that a generalization to second order is not all that difficult. However, it becomes

very tedious, as we shall illustrate in the following.
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4.2. The DQC from a noncommutative quantum mechanical model

It might seem that one should start with the simplest approach, that is expand

(4.13) to second order and quantize it and then try to find the appropriate represen-

tations for the operators. However, as this does not work, we choose to exemplify all

the trouble in a more general approach, in which the Lagrangian (4.12) is modified

to become

L = (Pi +
e

c
Ai +Ki(X,P ))Ẋi �

1

2
εijkPiṖjθk + Ei(X,P )Ṗi �

1

2m
~P 2 + eA0, (4.23)

Here, we have inserted two new functions Ki(X,P ) and Ei(X,P ) that we hope to

be able to choose in such a way that we can quantize the algebra to second order

in θk. Using the method of [99], the Dirac brackets are easily found to be

fXi, Xjg = �εijk
�
θk(1�

e

c
B � θ) + εkqm∂

P
q Em(X,P )

�
+O(θ3),

fXi, Pjg = δij

�
1� e

c
B � θ(1� e

c
B � θ) +

e

c
εpklBp∂

P
k El(X,P )

�
(4.24)

+
e

c
Biθj(1�

e

c
B � θ)� ∂Pi Kj + ∂Xj Ei(X,P )� e

c
Biεjkl∂

P
k El(X,P ) +O(θ3),

fPi, Pjg = εijk

he
c
∂Pk Kl(X,P )Bl + εklm∂

X
l Km(X,P )� e

c
Bq∂

X
q Ek(X,P )

+
e

c
Bk

�
1� ∂Pl Kl(X,P ) + ∂Xl El(X,P )� e

c
B � θ(1� e

c
B � θ)

+
e

c
εplmBp∂

P
l Em(X,P )

�i
+O(θ3).

Here ∂Pq is a differentiation w.r.t. to the variable P and ∂Xj is a differentiation w.r.t.

the variable X.

Next we quantize the algebra, promote X and P to operators X̂ and P̂ and take

every commutator times i~. Then we can use the known first order definitions of

the operators from the equations (4.15), (4.16) and (4.17) and write

xi = X̂i �
1

2
εijkP̂jθk +Qi(X̂, P̂ ) +O(θ3), (4.25)

Bi(X̂) = Bi(x) +
1

2
εklmθmP̂l∂kBi(x) + Ai(X̂, P̂ ) +O(θ3), (4.26)

pi = P̂i +
e

2c

�
P̂i(B � θ)� P̂ �Bθi

�
+ Ci(X̂, P̂ ) +O(θ3), (4.27)

where Qi(X̂, P̂ ), Ai(X̂, P̂ ) and Ci(X̂, P̂ ) are new unspecified functions that are all

of second order in θk. The above x, we want to commute now to second order in
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4.2. The DQC from a noncommutative quantum mechanical model

θk. This will set a requirement on the form of the Qi(X̂, P̂ ) and the Ei(X̂, P̂ ). It is

i~εijk
� e

4c
θkB �θ� εkqm∂Pq Em(X̂, P̂ )

�
+[X̂i, Qj(X̂, P̂ )]� [X̂j, Qi(X̂, P̂ )] = 0. (4.28)

If this requirement is satisfied, then the following is the algebra for x and P̂

[xi, xj] = 0 +O(θ3), (4.29)

[xi, P̂j] = i~
h
δij
�
1� e

2c
(1� e

c
B � θ) +

e

c
εpklBp∂

P
k El(X̂, P̂ )� e

4c
εklmθmP̂l∂k(B � θ)

�
+

e

2c
Biθj(1�

e

c
B � θ)� e

c
Biεjkl∂

P
k El(X̂, P̂ ) +

e

4c
εklmθmP̂l∂kBiθj

� ∂Pi Kj(X̂, P̂ ) + ∂jEi(X̂, P̂ )
i

+ [Qi(X̂, P̂ ), P̂j] +O(θ3), (4.30)

[P̂i, P̂j] = i~
e

c
εijkBk(1�

e

c
B � θ) + i~

e

2c
εijkεqlmθmP̂l∂qBk +O(θ2), (4.31)

where differentiation w.r.t to the variable x is now represented by ∂j. Observe

that the last bracket (4.31) is only given to order O(θ). The reason is that for

the time being, we want to find an algebra for which [xi, xj] = 0 + O(θ3) and

[xi, pj] = i~δij + O(θ3) holds. The form of [P̂i, P̂j] is only important to the order

given, for this task. It is also good to remember throughout this calculation that

the P -differentiation appearing in these brackets does not necessarily have anything

to do with the representations of the operators, they are usual classical derivatives

that appear due to the Dirac brackets (4.24) of the Lagrangian (4.23). The hope

is to be able to choose them in such a fashion that one can quantize the algebra

and find its representations. Then, once the functions Ei(X,P ) and Ki(X,P ) have

been chosen in the classical sense, one has to consider the operator ordering of them

when they become operators. However, if we cannot choose them even classically,

the algebra we are looking for cannot be constructed by way of the Dirac brackes.

That is why, although it may look a little strange, the derivatives of the functions

Ei(X̂, P̂ ) and Ki(X̂, P̂ ) appear also in the brackets.

Next, we observe that the (x, P̂ )-algebra is the same to zeroth order in θk as

the (X̂, P̂ )-algebra, therefore we may (perturbatively) replace the X̂:s by the x:s

in the functions Qi(X̂, P̂ ), Ei(X̂, P̂ ) and Ki(X̂, P̂ ), because these terms are already

of second order in θk. Then we use equation (4.27) to calculate a condition for the
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commutator of x and p, to become [xi, pj] = i~δij +O(θ3). It is given by

i~
h
δij
�e
c
εpklBp∂

P
k El(x, P̂ )� e

4c
εklmθmP̂l∂k(B � θ)

�
� e

c
Biεjkl∂

P
k El(x, P̂ )

+
e

4c
εklmθmP̂l∂kBiθj�∂Pi Kj(x, P̂ ) + ∂jEi(x, P̂ )

i
+ [Qi(x, P̂ ), P̂j] (4.32)

+[xi, Sj(x, P̂ )] +O(θ3) = 0,

where we have used

pi = P̂i +
e

2c

�
P̂i(B � θ)� P̂ �Bθi

��
1� e

c
B � θ

�
+ Si(x, P̂ ) +O(θ3), (4.33)

and the function Ci(X̂, P̂ ) appearing in (4.27) is chosen as Ci(X̂, P̂ ) = � e
2c

�
P̂i(B �

θ)�P̂ �Bθi
�
e
c
B �θ+Si(X̂, P̂ ) where Si(X̂, P̂ ) is a new unspecified function in second

order of θk and then finally given in the variables x and P̂ and put into equation

(4.33). The problem now consists of solving two equations (4.28) and (4.32). This

problem can be written in a simpler form, although one that is not as general as the

two equations (4.28) and (4.32)4, if one notes that equation (4.28) can be written

as
e

4c
θpB � θ �

i

~
εklp[xk, Ql(x, P̂ )] = εpkl∂

P
k El(x, P̂ ). (4.34)

This can be substituted into eqn (4.32) to get

i~
h
δij
�e
c
Bp(

e

4c
θpB � θ �

i

~
εklp[xk, Ql(x, P̂ )])� e

4c
εklmθmP̂l∂kB � θ

�
� e

c
Bi

� e
4c
θjB � θ

� i
~
εklj[xk, Ql(x, P̂ )]

�
+

e

4c
εklmθmP̂l∂kBiθj � ∂Pi Kj(x, P̂ ) + ∂jEi(x, P̂ )

i
+[Qi(x, P̂ ), P̂j] + [xi, Sj(x, P̂ )] = 0. (4.35)

This complicated looking equation can be simplified a bit by setting

Sj(x, P̂ ) = � e2

4c2

h
P̂jB � θ � P̂ �Bθj

i
B � θ + S

′

j(x, P̂ ), (4.36)

where another unknown function S
′
j(x, P̂ ) has been introduced, and by noting that

since pi is the same as P̂i to zeroth order in θ, the representation for the derivative

terms is the same for both operators to this order and i~∂iBj can be identified with

4Equation (4.28) is more general than the condition (4.34), but condition (4.34) is sufficient
for equation (4.28) to be satisfied.
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[Bj, P̂j] in terms that are second order in θk. This gives us the final form of equation

(4.35) as

e

4c
εklmθmP̂l

h
θj[Bi, P̂k]� δij[B � θ, P̂k]

i
� i~∂Pi Kj(x, P̂ ) + i~∂jEi(x, P̂ ) (4.37)

+[Qi(x, P̂ ), P̂j] + [xi, S
′

j(x, P̂ )] +
e

c
δijεpklBp[xk, Ql(x, P̂ )]� e

c
Biεjkl[xk, Ql(x, P̂ )] = 0.

The main problem of this equation resides in the two first terms. If they can be

removed without generating other terms containing two or more P̂ :s then the equa-

tion can most probably be solved. Unfortunately there are far too many unknown

functions in this equation, that one might get a good view of how the equation

might be solved, if it can be solved. Furthermore, even if it could not be solved,

one could still think that the simultaneous equations (4.28) and (4.32) could have

a solution, and that would have to be checked. Therefore this approach seems to

become too difficult in the second order of θk and it is consequently abandoned.

It should be emphasized that there is certainly no final proof that this method

cannot work in the second order of θk, but (4.37) does illustrate how difficult it

becomes to construct the algebra in second order of θk. In section 4.4, we shall see

more explicitly what kind of trouble the perturbative expansion to second order of

θk does introduce.

4.3 Magnetic monopoles and the Wu & Yang method

The monopole equations due to Dirac [82]:

r � ~B = 4πgδ3(r), (4.38)

r� ~B = 0, (4.39)

where g is the magnetic charge, have the peculiar property that the potential ~A of

the magnetic field ~B = r� ~A cannot be defined to be non-singular everywhere in

the space R3 � f0g due to the identity r � (r � ~A) = 0. In Dirac’s original work

this problem is circumvented by showing that one can define a potential that is

non-singular everywhere in space except along a semi-infinte line (called a string)
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4.3. Magnetic monopoles and the Wu & Yang method

stretching out from the monopole into infinity. This string may be rotated by

gauge transformations and therefore cannot be observable. However, the gauge

transformations required for the job are singular and one may therefore still think

that there could be something rotten with the Dirac monopoles. This situation

is changed for the better in [84]. If one abandons the need to solve the equations

(4.38) and (4.39) by one gauge potential in the whole of space, the situation improves

considerably.

The key insight in [84] is that the Abelian field-strength F µν of electromag-

netism underdescribes electromagnetic phenomena, the phase e
~c

H
Aµdx

µ overde-

scribes them, but the phase-factor

exp
� ie

~c

I
Aµdx

µ
�
, (4.40)

is just enough. This can be seen by the following argument: Consider the Aharonov-

Bohm experiment. In a region where F µν = 0 the electrons are affected by the

gauge potential of F µν although F µν itself is zero. Therefore F µν underdescribes

electromagnetism. On the other hand the phase of the Aharonov-Bohm experiment
e
~c

H
Aµdx

µ overdescribes it, because different phases, may still have the same in-

terference fringes and therefore describe the same physical situation. However, the

phase-factor (4.40) does not share these problems.

If one comes to accept that the phase-factor is the best description of electromag-

netism, we must take special care when we study gauge potentials that are singular,

such as the magnetic monopole potential of Dirac. The phase-factor (4.40) is not

well-defined if its path of integration goes through a singularity. A simple resolution

of this problem is found by defining the potential in two regions of space. In these

regions the potentials are singularity-free, their curls give the magnetic field and

they are gauge transformable to each other in the region where they overlap. The

regions can be selected in spherical coordinates as

RN : 0 � θ < π/2 + δ, r > 0, 0 � φ < 2π, t 2]�1,1[

RS : π/2� δ < θ � π, r > 0, 0 � φ < 2π, t 2]�1,1[

(4.41)
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where δ > 0. The monopole potentials on RN and RS can then be given by

ANt = ANr = ANθ = 0, ANφ = g
r sin θ

(1− cos θ),

ASt = ASr = ASθ = 0, ASφ = − g
r sin θ

(1 + cos θ). (4.42)

In this case we can cover the space R3 − f0g as is shown and exaggerated in figure

4.2. One can then take the region of overlap of the potentials AN and AS and shrink

Figure 4.2: The potentials AN and AS that cover the space R3 − f0g.

it until it becomes infinitesimal, i.e. δ ! 0. In this case the gauge transformation

connecting the two potentials (4.42) is given by

exp
�2ige

~c
φ
�
, (4.43)

where φ is the azimuthal angle. If this gauge transformation is to be single-valued

we must have
2ge

~c
= N, N 2 Z, (4.44)

which is the DQC.

This formulation is in fact equivalent to taking the U(1) fibre-bundle and cov-

ering the base space R3−f0g with it. That is, when we remove one point from the
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manifold R3 and consider the Abelian gauge group U(1) on it [100]5, it has a nontriv-

ial topological charge, the first Chern number or winding number, which is directly

related to the magnetic charge. Due to this, one can construct models within field

theory, such as the ’t Hooft-Polyakov or BPS monopoles, that have a topological

charge that is isomorphic to the topological charge of the Dirac monopole and say

that these non-Abelian solitons are magnetic monopoles. The requirement of iso-

morphism of the topological charges is equivalent to requiring that the non-Abelian

potential of the ’t-Hooft Polyakov or BPS-like solitons reduce to the U(1) potential

in the asymptotic far. However, for this isomorphism to work in the noncommuta-

tive case, we should have to show that noncommutative U?(1) on R3�f0g displays

a DQC-like quantization that is equivalent to its topological charge. This is the

topic of [III] and the next section.

4.4 Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a

monopole

To discuss the magnetic monopole issue in the noncommutative context we

start by introducing the analogs of the monopole equations (4.38) and (4.39) into

noncommutative space-time. Since Maxwell’s equations can be generalized into

noncommutative space-time from their commutative covariant form [III], we have

the noncommutative Maxwell’s equations given by

εµνγδD?
νFγδ = 0 (4.45)

D?
µFµν = Jν , (4.46)

5This work contains all the necessary material to establish the equivalence of the Dirac
monopole with the homotopy classes of the U(1) fibre bundle and hence the relation of the topo-
logical and magnetic charge. It is interesting to note that the work appeared during the same time
Dirac published his paper on monopoles [82], but went unnoticed by physicists for some 40 years.
This is most likely due to that the topological language and notions of mathematicians were not
familiar to physicists at that time.
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4.4. Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a monopole

where Fµν = 1
2
εµνγδFγδ is the dual field strength tensor. Here, the NC U?(1) field

strength tensor Fµν and the covariant derivative D?
ν are given by

Fµν = ∂µAν � ∂νAµ � ie[Aµ, Aν ]? (4.47)

D?
ν = ∂ν � ie[Aν , �]? . (4.48)

From the above expressions, the monopole equations follow almost trivially.

The Maxwell equations (4.45) and (4.46) have some new interesting properties

worth mentioning. To begin with, the equation (4.46) must be covariantly con-

served. That is, if we act upon it from the left with the covariant derivative D?
ν , we

have the condition D?
ν ?J

ν = 0. Fortunately for us, this does not produce any extra

consistency condition on the magnetic monopoles because the monopoles are static

and all electric fields are turned off, i.e. A0 = 0 and all time derivatives vanish. In

this case the covariant divergence of the current Jν vanishes trivially.

Another interesting question is, how do we define the noncommutative magnetic

or electric fields? In the commutative case these are given by gauge invariant

combinations of the potentials. In the noncommutative case, this becomes tricky

because at first glance the field strength tensor transforms gauge covariantly

F µν ! U(x) ? F µν ? U−1(x). (4.49)

We could make it gauge invariant by an integration over space-time, but then we

would end up with a number and that is not what we want. Therefore one must

define the noncommutative electric and magnetic fields in a form which is very

different from their commutative definitions. One possibility inspired by [101] can

be given by

Gµν =

Z
d4ke−ikx

h Z
d4xF µν ? W (x,C) ? eikx

i
(4.50)

where W (x,C) is the noncommutative U?(1) Wilson line:

W (x,C) = P? exp

�
ig

Z 1

0

dσ
dζµ

dσ
Aµ(x+ ζ(σ))

�
, (4.51)

and where C is the curve which is parameterized by ζµ(σ) with 0 � σ � 1, ζ(0) = 0,

ζ(1) = l and satisfies the condition lν = kµθ
µν , where l is the length of the curve.
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4.4. Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a monopole

P? denotes path ordering with respect to the star product given by

W (x,C) =
∞X
n=0

(ig)n
Z 1

0

dσ1

Z 1

σ1

dσ2...

Z 1

σn−1

dσn ζ
′

µ1
(σ1)... (4.52)

ζ
′

µn(σn)Aµ1(x+ ζ(σ1)) ? ... ? Aµn(x+ ζ(σn)).

That is, the noncommutative magnetic field is now given by εijkG
jk and the non-

commutative electric field by Gi0. These definitions are not unique and depend

obviously on the shape of the curve C and on the point of attachment of the field

strength F µν to the Wilson line. One choice might be to take the shape of the curve

to be that of a straight line because then the point of attachment of F µν to the

line does not matter. Fortunately for us once again, we do not need to consider

the definition of the magnetic field when we discuss the noncommutative magnetic

monopoles, as these are solely dependent on the gauge potential.

As an aside we should mention that the noncommutative Maxwell’s equations

(4.45) and (4.46) can be interpreted in a very fascinating way if we use the Seiberg-

Witten map [102]. In this case the usual Maxwell equations

r� ~E +
∂ ~B

∂t
= 0, (4.53)

r � ~B = 0, (4.54)

remain as a consequence of the definition of the U(1) field strength F µν = ∂µAν �
∂νAµ that one maps the noncommutative theory into with aid of the Seiberg-Witten

map. However, the remaining corrections to the action resulting from the Seiberg-

Witten map, can be collected into the equations

r � ~D = ρf , (4.55)

r� ~H = Jf +
∂ ~D

∂t
, (4.56)

where ρf is the free charge and Jf is the free current and ~H is the magnetic field

and ~D is the displacement field. Constitutive relations for these follow directly from

the Seiberg-Witten map and hence we have the relations (to first order in θ):

~D = (1� ~θ � ~B) ~E + (~θ � ~E) ~B + ( ~E � ~B)~θ +O(θ2) (4.57)

~H = (1� ~θ � ~B) ~B +
1

2
( ~E2 � ~B2)~θ � (~θ � ~E) ~E +O(θ2) (4.58)
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4.4. Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a monopole

In this case we may interpret the noncommutativity of space-time as an electro-

magnetic medium through which e.g. light propagates, by comparison to the usual

Maxwell equations in vacuum. In [102] this aspect is studied to conclude, as in

[46], that the propagation speed of light in a noncommutative space-time is po-

larization dependent. The interpretation of the noncommutativity of space-time

as an electromagnetic medium through which everything propagates used in equa-

tions (4.55) and (4.56) in the case of no Seiberg-Witten map, is not possible due to

that the noncommutative U?(1) field strength is not mappable to the commutative

U(1) field strength and consequently the equations (4.54) and (4.53) also receive

noncommutative corrections.

4.4.1 The solution in the first order of θk

Now that we have introduced the noncommutative Maxwell equations in (4.45)

and (4.46), it is time to solve them for a noncommutative magnetic monopole. Since

our method of solution is perturbative, it is good to note that the definition for the

total noncommutative magnetic charge of a particle in the noncommutative context

becomes

gNC =

Z
J0d3x. (4.59)

If this series begins with the commutative source term J0 = 4πgδ3(r) + O(θ), the

commutative magnetic charge g behaves like a coupling constant that coincides with

the noncommutative magnetic charge in the θ ! 0 limit.

Because we will be focusing our attention on point-like particles, we must next

generalize the source term of the magnetic charge. In this case one might simply

think that the source 4πgδ3(r) would do. However, the commutative source does

not transform gauge covariantly but the left hand side of (4.46) does. Therefore we

should find a source that transforms this way. If we keep ourselves to first order in

θ, a gauge covariant point particle source can be found from [II], where it is given

by (4.22). Another source that also satisfies the requirement of gauge covariance to

first order is given by

ρ′NC = 4πg
�
δ3(~r)� e

2c~
εijk(Aiθj∂kδ

3(~r))
�

+O(θ2). (4.60)
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4.4. Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a monopole

Although the final effect of this source shall be to only make the potential Ai more

singular at the origin r = 0, it is important to find as such because it makes the

equation (4.46) consistent with the noncommutative gauge symmetry.

Finally, we modify the Wu-Yang requirements (see section 4.3) for the potentials

into the form:

1. The potentials are gauge transformable to each other in the overlap region of

the potentials. For the non-Abelian group U?(1) this means that we require

AN/Sµ (x)! U(x) ? AN/Sµ (x) ? U−1(x)� iU(x) ? ∂µU
−1(x) = AS/Nµ (x) . (4.61)

2. Both potentials satisfy Maxwell’s equations with an appropriate source for

the magnetic charge.

3. The potentials remain singularity-free in their respective regions of validity.

That is, Maxwell’s equations are solved in such a way that noncommutativity

does not produce new singularities into the potentials.

With this in hand, we may then begin to solve the noncommutative Maxwell equa-

tions for a noncommutative magnetic monopole in the Wu-Yang method using the

zeroth order (commutative case) potentials in the form

AN0
1 =

�y(r � z)

(x2 + y2)r
, AN0

2 =
x(r � z)

(x2 + y2)r
, AS0

1 =
y(r + z)

(x2 + y2)r
, AS0

2 =
�x(r + z)

(x2 + y2)r
,

AN0
3 = AS0

3 = AN0
0 = AS0

0 = 0, (4.62)

where r =
p
x2 + y2 + z2. After opening up the equations (4.45) and (4.46) pertur-

batively using the notation Ai = A0
i +A1

i +A2
i + ..., where the upper index denotes

the order of θ, and combining them using the identityr2 ~B = r�(r� ~B)+r(r� ~B)

we get Laplace equations for B1
i = εijk∂jA

1
k in the overlapping region. With the

choice θ = θ12, they can be solved by

AN1
1 � AS1

1 =
2θyz(2r2 � z2)

(r2 � z2)2r3
, (4.63)

AN1
2 � AS1

2 = �2θxz(2r2 � z2)

(r2 � z2)2r3
, (4.64)

AN1
3 � AS1

3 = 0. (4.65)
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4.4. Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a monopole

On the other hand, if we calculate the gauge transformation in first order for the

gauge potential A1
i in the overlapping region, it is

AN1
i (x)� AS1

i (x) = θ
�
∂1λ∂2A

S0
i (x)� ∂2λ∂1A

S0
i (x)

�
+
θ

2
(∂1λ∂2∂iλ� ∂2λ∂1∂iλ).

(4.66)

Inserting the potentials of Wu and Yang (4.62) and λ = λ0 +O(θ2) = 2ge
}c φ+O(θ2),

where φ = arctan
�
y
x

�
, we recover exactly the equations (4.63), (4.64) and (4.65).

That means that requirements 1 and 2 of this construction are satisfied. We may do

the same analysis with the choice θ = θ13 but we still get a similar agreement [III].

Therefore we must now only prove that we can find a potential that is a solution of

the Laplace equations. It can be found [III] and it is given by

AN1
1 = θ

��2x arctan(x
y
)

(r2 � z2)2
+
y

4

h 7

r4
� 2

(r2 � z2)r2
+

4z(2r2 � z2)

(r2 � z2)2r3

i�
, (4.67)

AN1
2 = �θ

�2y arctan(x
y
)

(r2 � z2)2
+
x

4

h 7

r4
� 2

(r2 � z2)r2
+

4z(2r2 � z2)

(r2 � z2)2r3

i�
, (4.68)

AN1
3 = 0. (4.69)

The solution in the southern hemisphere can be found by use of the expressions

(4.63), (4.64) and (4.65). Therefore we conclude that the requirements 1,2 and 3

are fulfilled to first order in θ and that the DQC receives no corrections in this order

[III].

We should point out that the SW-map does not produce the solution (4.67),

(4.68) and (4.69) and it is not possible to modify the source in such a way that

reconciles the solution the SW-map gives with the DQC to first order [83]. The

source of this discrepancy is not well understood, but it may be due to the nontrivial

topology of the problem at hand.

4.4.2 The solution in the second order of θk

In first order there is no difference in the DQC compared to the commutative

case. However, when we expand our approach [III] to second order [83], things

become interesting.

To be able to solve Maxwell’s equations in second order of the perturbation we

must generalize the point-like particle source found in [II] to the second order of
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4.4. Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a monopole

the perturbation [83]. This can be done and again there are two possibilities for us

to consider

ρ =ρ0 + ρ1 + ρ2 +O(θ3) = δ3(r)� θkl∂k
�
A0
l δ

3(r)
�

�θijA1
j∂iδ

3(r) + θijθkl
�
A0
j∂i
�
∂kA

0
l δ

3(r)
�

+
1

2
A0
iA

0
k∂j∂lδ

3(r)

�
+O(θ3) , (4.70)

and

ρ = δ3(r)� θklA0
l ∂kδ

3(r)� θijA1
j∂iδ

3(r) +
1

2
θijθklA0

iA
0
k∂j∂lδ

3(r) +O(θ3) , (4.71)

are both gauge covariant to the second order of the perturbation as can be verified

by calculating the expression

U(x) ? ρ ? U−1(x), (4.72)

and comparing it to the expression one obtains by performing the gauge transfor-

mations

A0
i (x) ! A0

i (x) + ∂iλ , (4.73)

A1
i (x) ! A1

i (x) + θkl∂kλ∂lA
0
i (x) +

θkl

2
∂kλ∂l∂iλ , (4.74)

A2
i (x) ! A2

i (x) + θkl∂kλ∂lA
1
i �

1

2
θklθpq

�
∂kA

0
i∂pλ∂q∂lλ� (4.75)

∂k∂pA
0
i∂qλ∂lλ+

1

3
(∂k∂pλ∂lλ∂q∂iλ� ∂kλ∂pλ∂l∂q∂iλ)

�
,

of the sources (4.70) or (4.71). Since the sources in first order are unique up to

a constant factor, it is interesting to note that the constant factor is fixed by the

second order expression for the source and it does not anymore appear in the ex-

pressions (4.70) or (4.71). This suggests that there should be a closed form gauge

covariant expression that is responsible for these terms. It has however not yet been

found.

Again, the effect of the sources will only be to make the origin r = 0 more

singular. Therefore it does not contribute to the potentials that are already singular

at the origin in the zeroth order and we end up, by the same method used in the
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4.4. Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a monopole

first order, with the differential equations in second order in the overlap:

r2(BN2 �BS2)1 =
4θ2xz

(x2 + y2)3r10

h
� 375(x2 + y2)3 + 131z2(x2 + y2)2 (4.76)

�2z4(x2 + y2)� 4z6
i
� ∂1ρ

N2 + ∂1ρ
S2 ,

r2(BN2 �BS2)2 =
4θ2yz

(x2 + y2)3r10

h
� 375(x2 + y2)3 + 131z2(x2 + y2)2 (4.77)

�2z4(x2 + y2)� 4z6
i
� ∂2ρ

N2 + ∂2ρ
S2 ,

r2(BN2 �BS2)3 =
4θ2

(x2 + y2)4r10

h
120(x2 + y2)5 � 900(x2 + y2)4z2 (4.78)

�1285(x2 + y2)3z4 � 1289(x2 + y2)2z6 � 652(x2 + y2)z8

�132z10
i
� ∂3ρ

N2 + ∂3ρ
S2 .

These should be compared with the equations for the overlapping region coming

from the gauge transformations in second order (4.75). They are

r2(BN2 �BS2)GT1 =
4θ2xz

(x2 + y2)3r10

�
� 321(x2 + y2)3 + 205(x2 + y2)2z2 (4.79)

+ 26(x2 + y2)z4 + 4z6
�
,

r2(BN2 �BS2)GT2 =
4θ2yz

(x2 + y2)3r10

�
� 321(x2 + y2)3 + 205(x2 + y2)2z2 (4.80)

+ 26(x2 + y2)z4 + 4z6
�
,

r2(BN2 �BS2)GT3 =
4θ2

(x2 + y2)4r10

�
144(x2 + y2)5 � 564(x2 + y2)4z2 (4.81)

� 455(x2 + y2)3z4 � 403(x2 + y2)2z6 � 188(x2 + y2)z8 � 36z10
�
,

where B2
i = εijk∂jA

2
k. In order for the DQC to be fulfilled, the equations (4.76)-

(4.78) and (4.79)-(4.81) need to be satisfied simultaneously. We may simplify this

system of equations by subtracting (4.76) from (4.79), (4.77) from (4.80) and (4.78)
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4.4. Noncommutative Maxwell equations with a monopole

from (4.81). The resulting system of equations is given by

�∂x(ρN2 � ρS2) =
8θ2xz

(x2 + y2)3r8

�
27(x2 + y2)2 + 10(x2 + y2)z2 + 4z4

�
, (4.82)

�∂y(ρN2 � ρS2) =
8θ2yz

(x2 + y2)3r8

�
27(x2 + y2)2 + 10(x2 + y2)z2 + 4z4

�
, (4.83)

�∂z(ρN2 � ρS2) =
2θ2

(x2 + y2)3r8

�
48(x2 + y2)4 + 624(x2 + y2)3z2 + 1036(x2 + y2)2z4

+736(x2 + y2)z6 + 192z8
�
. (4.84)

We can then differentiate equation (4.82) with respect to y and equation (4.83) with

respect to x and subtract the two:

0 = (∂x∂y � ∂y∂x)(ρN2 � ρS2) = 0, (4.85)

where the 0 on the left hand side is due to the partial derivatives commuting6

and the 0 on the right hand side is due to a calculation of the expression (∂x∂y �
∂y∂x)(ρ

N2 � ρS2) by using equations (4.82) and (4.83). We get the following two

additional equations in a similar manner:

0 = (∂x∂z � ∂z∂x)(ρN2 � ρS2) =
24θ2x

(x2 + y2)5r8

�
41(x2 + y2)4 + 426(x2 + y2)3z2

(4.86)

+ 704(x2 + y2)2z4 + 496(x2 + y2)z6 + 128z8
�
,

0 = (∂y∂z � ∂z∂y)(ρN2 � ρS2) =
24θ2y

(x2 + y2)5r8

�
41(x2 + y2)4 + 426(x2 + y2)3z2

(4.87)

+ 704(x2 + y2)2z4 + 496(x2 + y2)z6 + 128z8
�
.

These equations will only be satisfied when (x = y = 0) and thus the DQC does

not hold, i.e. we cannot gauge transform ourselves from the south to the north or

6We can require that the partial derivatives commute, due to that the right hand sides of
equations (4.82), (4.83) and (4.84) are continuous functions in their region of validity. That is,
because we want to solve the aforementioned equations by finding an appropriate source in the
second order of θk and the right hand sides of the equations are continuous, this can only be
accomplished by a continuous function. Hence, we require ρN2 � ρS2 to be continuous and its
mixed partial derivatives commute.
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vice versa by requiring the single-valuedness of the gauge transformation and retain

the DQC. It also means that this type of a perturbative solution to the noncom-

mutative Maxwell’s equations with the gauge parameter unchanged is impossible

because the whole procedure of gauge transformation between the hemi-spheres

becomes perturbatively impossible. Therefore, the first order solution of the non-

commutative Maxwell’s equations that we have presented here is valid, because

we can gauge transform ourselves from one hemi-sphere to the other in this order.

However, if we would find the explicit second order solution from the equations

(4.76), (4.77) and (4.78), it would not be a proper solution of the noncommutative

Maxwell’s equations since one could not take oneself from one hemi-sphere to the

other by a gauge transformation. If one did want to find a solution to the noncom-

mutative monopole equations in second order, one could use the Dirac potential

containing the Dirac string and solve the corresponding perturbative noncommuta-

tive Maxwell’s equations starting from it. Alternatively, one could choose to change

the gauge parameter in second order, but this would not necessarily give enough

freedom to solve the resulting equations.

This result also gives an indication of why the algebra of [II] could not be

constructed in second order of θk. It may well be that for the DQC to hold in

noncommutative space-time, the translation generators in the algebra of [II] will no

longer remain associative. This would make it impossible to construct an equivalent

of the algebra in [94] in a noncommutative space-time and explain the difficulties

encountered in section 4.2.1.

It is interesting to speculate over why there arises a clear difference of result

between the first order and the second order expansions. One possible explanation

has to do with that the gauge group elements receive perturbative corrections first

in the second order of the expansion. I.e.

eiλ? = eiλ +
θijθkl

8
eiλ∂j∂lλ

�
1

2
∂i∂kλ+

i

3
∂iλ∂kλ

�
+O(θ3), (4.88)

but this issue remains to be better understood. Another possibility is given by the

Witten effect [103]. The Witten effect, which also holds in a curved space-time [104],

is a result that states that the DQC does not hold in a commutative theory that

that breaks CP -invariance. In the noncommutative case, noncommutative quantum
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electrodynamics is known to break CP -invariance [105], and thus this could be the

source of the breakdown of the DQC. However, in the commutative case one adds

the CP -breaking term to the quantum electrodynamics Lagrangian by hand and

in noncommutative quantum electrodynamics it is broken by the theory without

any additional modification. Therefore, these effects may be unrelated, but it is

an interesting possibility that also remains to be better understood. One may also

note that the breaking of the DQC cannot only be related to the broken rotational

invariance of the noncommutative model, as the rotational invariance is broken

already in the first order of the perturbation, but the DQC survives in this order.

Another remark that is good to make is related to the following question: What

is the meaning of the perturbative source we have constructed? It certainly satisfies

all the necessary symmetry requirements and it behaves the same as a point-like

source. It removes one point from the manifold. In the case of a von Neumann-

like pointless geometry it may indeed be possible to remove only one point from

the manifold and consider the resulting nontrivial topology. One way to see this

is to perform the construction of the Moyal star-product in section 2.1 for this

nontrivial topology. As long as the Fourrier transforms can be taken, which they

can for a manifold with one point removed, the star-product is well-defined. This

conclusion is also supported by string theory where the constant B field projects the

endpoints of the open strings onto the D-brane as point particles. In other words the

noncommutative field theory resulting from open string theory is a noncommutative

field theory of point particles. However, the question of the existence of point

particles in a true noncommutative geometry in the sense of Connes such as the

fuzzy sphere is more complicated. Some partial light on this problem could be shed

by the finding of a nonperturbative source for the monopole. However, to find such

a source that transforms gauge covariantly is very tricky. As an example we may

consider the potential source

ρNC(r) =
1p

(4πθ)3
exp

��r2

4θ

�
. (4.89)

This source does produce a delta function in the θ ! 0 limit and it is not per-

turbatively expandable. However, it contains no gauge fields and does therefore

not transform under gauge transformations and must be abandoned as a candidate.

Therefore, if we are to require that we obtain the delta function in the commutative
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limit, it seems we should have to mix together the potential and some coordinates

in a gauge covariant way. This is a very delicate problem that deserves further

investigation, but that we shall leave for the future.

It should be noted that we may of course consider some arbitrary gauge covariant

source that does not reduce to the delta function in the commutative limit, but then

there must be some very good reason to consider it as a noncommutative particle

source. There is at present no principle for this and this should as a consequence be

considered as a very speculative road to a possible noncommutative quantization

condition.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis the Aharonov-Bohm effect and the Dirac monopole has been con-

sidered in noncommutative space-time. While the Aharonov-Bohm effect can be

incorporated into noncommutative quantum mechanics in a satisfatory gauge in-

variant way, the DQC does not hold in the perturbative expansion. One may argue

that the DQC should be investigated for a truly nonperturbative source and there-

fore it should not yet be concluded that noncommutative space-time is devoid of

the DQC. A nonperturbative investigation of noncommutative magnetic monopoles

in the noncommutative Maxwell equations is the next step of this analysis. It is

currently a work in progress.

This work also shows the importance of the noncommutative Wilson lines that

enter the description of the Aharonov-Bohm effect and that can be used in the

definition of the noncommutative magnetic or electric fields. These are especially

linked to the gauge invariant observables of these theories and a better mathematical

understanding of them would be imperative.
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